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PREFACE 
The present dissertation consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 contains 
certain basic definitions and the results that are used throughout the dissertation 
including the Lallement's lemma (with prooO-
hi 2'"^  chapter we have first given some basic definitions and preliminary 
results and then we have discussed some important results on normal 
congruences and on a network of congruences on inverse semigroups 
respectively. 
Chapter 3 deals with congruences on completely 0-simple semigroups which 
includes some basic results on congruences on completely 0-simple semigroups 
including some fundamental theorems given by Munn. 
In chapter 4, we deal with congruences on regular semigroups which includes 
an important theorem on congruence pairs by Petrich and Pastijn and discuss 
some results on characterization of *-congruences on a regular *-semigroup by 
Chan. 
Lastly, congruences on eventually regular semigroups have been discussed in 
chapter 5 which contains the results on group congruences given by 
Hanumanth, R. S. and Lakshmi, P. and results on the maximum idempotent-
separating congruences on eventually regular semigroups. At the end, list of 
references of literature consulted has been given. 
CHAPTER-1 
INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter certain basic definitions and results that are used 
throughout the dissertation are given. 
SECTION 1.1 BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Definition 1.1.1 : A groupoid (S, \x) is defined as a non empty set S on 
which a binary operation |i, by which we mean a map ji : S x S -> S, is 
defined. We say that (S, pi) is a semigroup if the operation \x is also associative 
i.e. for all 
X, y, z G S ((x, y)|i, z) ji = (x, (y, z) |i) ^i. (1.1) 
(here and thereafter throughout the dissertation, we write symbols of mapping 
on the right). For convenience we shall follow the usual algebraic practice of 
writing the binary operation as multiplication. Thus (x, y) }i will be written as 
X . y or (more usually) xy. Thus formula (1.1) takes the simple form 
(x y) z = X (y z) 
Definition 1.1.2 : A semigroup S in which xy = yx V x, y e S is said to be a 
commutative semigroup. 
Definition 1.1.3 : If a semigroup S contains an element 1 such that for all x 
in S, xl = Ix = X, we say that 1 is an identity element of S, and that S is a 
semigroup with identity or monoid. Now we define 
[S, if S contains identity element 
I S u {1} , otherwise 
which is a monoid obtained by adjoining an identity if necessary. The identity 
element in a semigroup, if exists, is unique. 
Definition 1.1.4 : If a semigroup S with utleast tv^ 'o elements contains an 
element 0 such that for all x in S, Ox = xO = 0, we say that 0 is a zero element of 
S and that S is a semigroup with zero. 
Now we define 
f S, if S has a zero element 
lSu{0) , otherwise 
which is a semigroup obtained from S by adjoining a zero if necessar)'. Again 
zero element, if exists, is unique. 
Definition 1.1.5 : A semigroup S is called right zero semigroup (left zero 
semigroup) if ab = b (ab = a) for all a, b e S. 
Definition 1.1.6 ; A semigroup S is a rectangular band if aba = a for all 
a, beS. 
Definition 1.1.7 : Let I and A are nonempt}' sets. Define an associative 
multiplication on the Cartesian product 
I X A = {{X, |i): A, e I, |i G A} as follows 
(h, ^i) * ih, 1^ 2) = ih, 1^ 2) V (ku 1^ 1), 0-2, 2^) e I X A 
Then I x A is a rectangular band 
Deflnition 1.1.8 : Let X be any nonempty set. Then any subset of X x X is 
called a binary relation on X. Let 3(X) be the set of all binar>' relations on X. 
For any, p, a G PPC), define 
p 0 a = {(x, y ) 6 X x X | 3 Z G X such that (x, z) e p and (z, y) e a} 
Then (P(X), o) is a semigroup. 
Definition 1.1.9 : Let p e P(X), then 
dom (p) = {x e X 13 y e X such that (x, y) e p} 
ran (p) = {y e X 13 x e X such that (x, y) e p} 
xp = {y € X I (x, y) e p} 
Definition 1.1.10 : A relation on a set X is called an equivalence relation if 
it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. Intersection of equivalence relations oh 
a set X is an equivalence relation, but union of equivalences need not be an 
equivalence. 
Definition 1.1.11 : An element (j) of (3(X) is called a partial map of X if 
|x(j)| = 1 for all x in dom (j) i.e. for all x, yi_ y2 in X, (x,y]) e ^ and 
(x, y2) e c|) => y, = yj. 
Definition 1.1.12 : Let S be a semigroup. A relation R on the set S is called 
left compatible (with operation on S) if (V x, t, a e S) (s, t) G R => (as, at) e R 
and right compatible if (s, t) 6 R => (sa, ta) e R. It is called compatible if 
(V s, t, s', t' e S) (s, t), (s', t') 6 R => (ss', tt') e R. 
Definition 1.1.13 : A left (right) compatible equivalence is called a left 
(right) congruence while a compatible equivalence relation is a called a 
congruence. 
Definition 1.1.14 : Let X(* ^) be set. Then a relation '<' on X is said to be 
partial order on X if 
(i) < is reflexive i.e. x < x V x e X. 
(ii) < is antisymmetric i.e. if x < y and y < x then x = y (V x, y e X) 
(iii) < is transitive i.e. if x < y and y < z then x < z (V x, y, z, e X). 
(X, <) with partial order relation '<' is called a partially ordered set. 
DeHnition 1.1.15 : If Y is non-empty subset of (X, <), we say that an 
element c of X is a lower bound of Y if c < y for every y in Y. If the set of 
lower bounds of Y is non-empty and has a maximum element d, we say that d 
is the greatest lower bound, or meet, of Y. The element d is unique if it exists; 
we write 
d = A{y:yeY}. 
Dually we can define least upper bound. 
Definition 1.1.16 : Let (X, <) be partially ordered set such that for any 
a, b e X aAb exists, then (X, <) is said to be lower semi lattices and if 
A{y/yey} exists for every nonempty subset Y of X. Then (X, .<) is called 
complete lower semilattice. 
Dually, we can define upper (complete) lower semilattice. 
Definition 1.1.17 : Let (X, <) is both a (complete) lower semilattice and 
(complete) upper semilattice. Then (X, <) is said to be (complete) lattice. 
Definition 1.1.18 : A non-empty subset (Y, <) of (X, <) with partial order 
relation < such that a, b e Y =:> aAb, avb e Y is called sublattice of X. 
SECTION 1.2 : RESULTS ON RELATIONS: 
Lemma 1,2.1 : For every reflexive relation R on a set X, the relation 
R" = u (R": n > 1} is the smallest transitive relation on X containing R. 
Proof : Let (x, y), (y, z) e R", then 3 positive integers m and n such that 
(x, y) e R"" and (y, z) e R", which implies that (x, z) e R"" o R" = R""^ " c R" 
clearly R c R°°, so R°° is the transitive relation containing R. 
Finally if T is a transitive relation containing R, then 
R ^ - R o R c T o T c T a n d also R" = R""' o R c T o T c T. More generally 
R" c T for all n > 1. Hence R°° c T which proves the result. 
Definition 1.2.2 : Intersection of all equivalence relations containing a 
relation R is the smallest equivalence relation on X containing R and is known 
as equivalence relation on X generated by R and is denoted by R^ 
Proposition 1.2.3 : For any relation R on a set X, R' = [R u R~' u UT 
Proof ; Let E = R' = [R u R"' u 1 J " = S", where S = R u R"' u 1, Since 
Ix c R u R~ u Ix c E, E is reflexive. Also S = S~' which implies S is 
symmetric. So for every n in N, 
S" = (S-')" = (ST ' , 
Hence S" is symmetric which implies S°° is so. From lemma 1. 2.1 we see that 
the relation E = [R u R~' u |x]°° is transitive and contains R. 
Hence E is an equivalence relation containing R. Now let a be another 
equivalence relation containing R. Then U c a, and R~' c a" = a. Hence 
S = R u R~ u Ix c a. Moreover S o S c a o a = a and more generally 
E - S°° = US" c a. We have shown that E = R^s smallest equivalence relation 
on X containing R. 
Proposition 1.2.4 : A relation p on a semigroup S is a congruence if and 
only if it is both left and right congruence. 
Proof : Suppose first that p is a congruence. If (s, t) e p and a e S then (a, a) 
e p by reflexivity and so (as, at) e p and (sa, ta) e p by compatibility. Thus p 
is both left and right compatible. Conversely suppose that p is both left and a 
right congruence and let (s, t), (s', t') e p. Then (ss', ts') e R by right 
compatibility and (ts', tt') G p by left compatibility. Hence (ss', tt') G p by 
transitivity. Thus p is a congruence. 
Proposition 1.2.5 : If G is a group, then p o a = a o p for any two 
congruences p, a on G. 
Proof : Let (a, b) e p o a. Then there exists c in G such that (a, c) e p and 
(c, b) 6 a. As a is a congruence, ((ac~') c, (ac~') b) e a 
(a (c ' c), ac ' b) G a. 
=> (ae, a c ' b) 6 a, 
(a, a c ' b) 6 a 
where ac ' e G and e is the identity of G. Similarly as p is a congruence, 
therefore 
(a (c"' b), c (c"' b) e p 
=> (a c"' b, (c c~') b) e p 
=> (a c"' b, b) 6 p. 
By transitivity we get (a, b) e a o p. Therefore p o a c a o p. 
Similarly, we get cr o p c p o CT. Hence p o a = a o p. 
DeHnition 1.2.6 : For any arbitrary relation R on a semigroup S we define 
R' = {(xay, xby): x, y e S', (a, b) e R}. 
Lemma 1.2.7 : R*^  is the smallest left and right compatible relation 
containing R on the semigroup S. 
Proof : Clearly by definition of R", R c R". Let (u, v) e R' and w e S, then 
u = xay, V = xby for some x, y e S and (a, b) e R. Hence wu = (wx) ay and 
wv = (wx) by. So (wu, wv) e R*^  which shows R'^  is left compatible. Similarily, 
we can prove that R*^  is right compatible. Let T be another left and right 
compatible relation containing R. Then for all x, y, e S' and for all 
(a, b) e R c T, (xay, xby) e T. Hence R*^  c T, which proves the result. 
Lemma 1.2.9 : Let R, S be relations on a semigroup S. Then 
(i) R c S => R' e S= 
(ii) (R-')'= = (RT' 
(iii) (R u sy = R' u S' 
(iv) ( R T ^ R ' 
Proof: 
(i) R ' = {(xay, xby) | Vx, y e S' and (a, b) e R}. Since (a, b) e R c S, 
therefore for all x, y e S , (xay, xby) e S^ which implies that 
R'^cS^ 
(ii) Let (xay, xby) e (R"')' for all x, y e S', where (a, b) e. R'\ Then 
(xby, xay) e R"^  as (b, a) e R, which implies (xay, xby) e (R"^ )"'. 
Hence (R"')' c (R')"'. Similarly we can prove that (R')'' c (R"')'. 
(iii) Since R, S c R u S. Therefore by part (i) R', S' c (R u S)'. Then 
R' u S' c (R u S)'. Conversely let (xay, xby) e (R u S)' for all x, y 
€ S'. Then (a, b) e R u S ,which implies (a, b) e R or (a, b) e S. 
Therefore for all x, y e S' (xay, xby) e R'^ or (xay, xby) e S\ which 
implies that 
(xay, xby) e R*^  u S' 
= > ( R u S ) ' c R ' u S ' 
Hence R'= u S= = (R u Sf 
(iv) Since R c R'', therefore R' c (R')' (by part (i)). Now take any 
(u, v) e (R')', then 3 x, y 6 S' and (c, d) e R' such that u = xcy, 
v= xdy. As (c, d) e R' 3 x', y' e S' and (a, b) e R such that 
c ^ x'ay', d = x'by'. 
Now u == xcy = x(x'ay') y = (xx') a(y'y) and 
V - xdy = x(x'by') y = (xx') b(y'y) 
Now (u, v) = (x"ay", x"by"), where x" = xx' and y" = yy' both 
belongs to S'. 
Therefore (u, v) e R*^  
=>(RTcR'= 
Hence (RT = R .^ 
Lemma 1.2.10 : Let R be a left and right compatible relation on a semigroup 
S. Then R" is left and right compatible for every n > I. 
Proof; Let (x, y) e R" = (R 0 R 0 ... 0 R), then 3 Zi, zj, ..., z^i in S such that 
(s, Zi), (zi, Z2), ..., (Zn-i, t) e R. Since R is left and right compatible, for every a 
in S, (as, azi), (azi, az2), ..., (avi, at) e R, (sa, z,a), (z,a, Z2a), ..., 
(Zn-]a, ta)6 R. Hence (as, at), (sa, ta) e R". 
Proposition 1.2.11 : For every relation R on a semigroup S, the congruence 
generated by a relation R on a semigroup S, denoted by R , is given by 
R " = (R'=)'= 
Proof : From proposition 1.2.3, it is clear that (R*^ )' is an equivalence relation 
containing R'^ (and so R). Now to show that it is left and right compatible, let 
(s, t) e (R*^ )^  and a e S. Then, by proposition 1.2.3, (s, t) e S" 
for some n in N, where S - R*^  u (R*^ )"' u l / . Now by lemma 1.2.9, 
S = R*-" u (R"')' u Is = (R*-)' u ((R"')')' u i;' = (R' u (R')'' u |s)'. 
Thus S = S*^  ,which implies that S is left and right compatible by lemma 
1.2.8 and hence, by lemma 2.10, so also is S". It follows that (as, at)eS"c(RX 
(sa, ta) 6 S" c (R'^ )* and so (R*^ )^  is a congruence on S containing R. To show 
that (R'^ )^  is the smallest congruence on S containing R, consider a congruence 
T on S containing R. Then T*^  = T by lemma 1.2.8 and so R'^  c T^  = T. So T is 
an equivalence on S containing R^ and so from proposition 1.2.3 it follows that 
(R"^ )^  c T. Hence result is proved. 
SECTION 1.3 : RESULTS ON GREEN EQUIVALENCES 
Definition 1.3.1 : Green's equivalences on a semigroup S are defined as 
follows: 
(i) An equivalence £ on S is defined by the rule that a £ b if and only if 
a and b generate the same principal left ideal, i.e. S'a = S'b. 
(ii) Similarly an equivalence R on S is defined asa(?^boaS '=bS ' . 
(iii) An equivalence <D on S is defined as <D = £ o ^ . 
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(iv) An equivalence T on S is defined as aib <=> S'a S' == S' b S'. 
Proposition 1.3.2 : £ is a right congruence and ^is a left congruence on a 
semigroup S where L and ^ are Green's equivalences. 
Proof: Let a £ b, then S'a = S'b, which implies that there exist x, y in S' such 
that xa = b, yb = a. Therefore for any c e S, xac = be and ybc = ac which 
directly implies ac£bc. Hence £ is right compatible and so is a right 
congruence. 
Dually we can show that R is a left congruence. 
Proposition 1.3,3 : The relations £ and <?^ commute i.e. L0%, = ^0 L 
Proof : Let S be a semigroup, a, b e S, and suppose that (a, b) e £ 0 !?^ . 
Then there exists c in S such that a £ c and c (J^b.i.e., there exist x, y, u, v in S' 
such that xa = c, cu = b, 
yc = a, bv = c. 
Let d = ycu, then d = au = ycu, dv = ycuv = ybv = yc = a. Hence a <2^ d. 
Also, 
yb ^ ycu = d, xd = xycu = xau = cu = b, 
and so d £ b. Therefore (a, b) e !?^ o £ . Hence LO%<^^Q L. 
Similarly, we can show that !2^ o £ c £ o </^ . Hence LQ%='%O L. 
Definition 1.3.4 : An element a of a semigroup S is regular if there exists x 
in s such that axa = a. The semigroup S is called regular if all of its elements 
are regular. 
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A (D-class in a semigroup is said to be regular if all of its element are 
regular. 
An element a' of a is called an inverse of a if aa'a = a and a'aa' = a'. 
Inverse of an element in a semigroup need not be unique. For example, in a 
rectangular band every element is an inverse of every other element. 
Proposition 1.3.5 : In a regular (D-dass, each jC-class and ^cclass contains 
an idempotent. 
Proof; Let a be a member of regular ©-class. Then 3 x e S such that axa = a. 
Then xa is an idempotent and also x a £ a. Similarly ax is an idempotent and 
ax <2?,a. 
Proposition 1.3.6 : Every idempotent e in a semigroup S is a left identity 
for Re and a right identity for Le. 
Proof: If a e Re then a = ex for some x in S'. 
So ea = e (ex) = e^ x = ex = a 
Similarly be = b for all b in Le. 
SECTION 1.4 : RESULTS ON REGULAR SEMIGROUPS 
DeHnition 1.4.1 : If S is a semigroup and E is the set of idempotents of S, 
then we shall say that an equi\alence p on S is idempotent separating if 
p n ( E x E ) - l E 
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Deininition 1.4.2 : A semigroup without zero is called simple if it has no 
proper ideals. A semigroup S with zero is called 0-simple if 
(i) {0} and S are its only ideals 
(ii) S^  ^ {0} 
Definition 1.4.3 : A semigroup will be called completely O-simple if it is 
zero simple and has a primitive idempotent. 
Idempotents that are minimal within the set of non-zero idempotents are 
called primitive. Thus a primitive idempotent e has the propert)- that ef = fe = f 
?!:0=:>e==f 
Definition 1.4.4 : A semigroup S will be called completely regular if 3 
unary operation a -> a~' on S with the properties (a"')"' = a, aa"'a=a, aa"' = a~'a. 
Definition 1.4.5 : A semigroup S will be called an inverse semigroup if for 
all a, b e S, (a"')"' ^ a, aa~'a = a, a'' aa"' - a"', aa"' bb"' = bb"' aa"'. 
Theorem 1.4.6 : Let a be an element of a regular <2>class D in a semigroup 
(i) If a' e V(a) (set of inverses of an element a), then a' e D and the two 
^class (^ n £ a'> -^  a <~^ ^a' contains, respectively, the idempotents 
aa' and a'a. 
(ii) If b is in <D such that %^ r\ L^ and L^ r\<Kj^ contain idempotents e, 
f respectively, then J^ contains an inverse a* of a such that 
aa* - e, a*a == f 
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(iii) No J^class contains more than one inverse of a. 
Proof : (i) Let a' e V(a) then by definition of inverse element a'aa' = a' and 
aa'a = a. Clearly a' is regular and also 1^ ^  n C ^ ^ ^ ^ as aa' e 1^^ r\ L ^. 
Therefore a' ® a i.e. a' € ®. We can also see that aa' and a'a are idempotents 
and also they are contained in tvvo 7/^ classes ^^r\ L a' and L ^n l^ ^•. 
(ii) As e G !^ a 1^  ^  b and f e L^r) (R^^, a'^e .Then ea = a (by Proposition 
1.3.5). Similarly a £ f :::^  af = a. Again from a <2^e it follows that 3 x e S' such 
that ax - e. Let a* - fxe. Then aa* a = (af) x (ea) - axa - ea - a luid 
a* aa* = fie (eaf) xe = fii (ax) e = fice^ = fie e = a*, 
and so a* e V(a). Also aa* = (af) x e = (ax) e = e^  = e. Further since a £ f, 
3 y e S such that ya = f. Hence a*a = ficea = fica = yaxa = yea - ya = f 
Now clearly a* e L^r^ L{= Lbn<R^\, = J{^. 
(iii) Let a' and a* inverses of a inside single :7/^ class J{\j. It follows that both 
aa' and aa* are idempotents in the W^^ class li^^r^ £ i,. Hence aa' = aa* as no 7{-
class in S can certain more than one idempotent, and it now follows that 
a* = a* aa* = a* aa' = a'aa' = a'. 
Lemma 1.4.7 : (Lallement's Lemma) Let p be a congruence on a regular 
semigroup S, and let ap be an idempotent S/p. Then there exists an idempotent 
e in S such that ep ==^  ap. Moreover, e can be choosen so that R ^  < Ra- L e < La-
Proof : Let ap be an idempotent in S/p. Then (a, a^ ) e p let x be an inverse of 
2 -ru 2 2 2 2 
a . Then a x a = a , x a x = x. 
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Let e - axa. Then 
e^  = a (xa^x) a = axa = e, 
and so e is an idempotent. Also module p, 
e = axa = a^ x a^  = a^  = a, 
and so ep = ap. Clearly R e < Ra, L e ^ L a • 
Proposition 1.4.8 : If S is a regular semigroup, then a congruence p on S is 
idempotent separating if and only if p c :?/! Hence "K^ 'v?, tlie maximum 
idempotent separating congruence on S. 
Proof : Let S be a regular semigroup and apb, where p is an idempotent 
separating congruence. We need to show that a "Hh. Certainly (ba', aa') e p and 
so, by Lallement's Lemma 1.4.8 there exists an idempotent e such that 
(e, ba') e p and Re ^ R ba'- But then (e, aa') e p and so e = aa', since p is 
idempotent separating. Hence 
R a ~ R a a ' - R b a ' ^ R b -
A similar argument establishes that R^  < R a and we get a!?^ b. An exactly dual 
argument shows that a£b, and so a :7/"b. 
Proposition 1.4.9 : A semigroup S is 0-simple if and only if SaS = S for 
every a T^  0 in S, that is, if and only if for every a, b in S\{0}, there exist x, y in 
S such that xay = b. 
Proof ; Suppose S is 0-simple. Then S^ (^ O) being an ideal of S must concide 
with S i.e. S^  = S => S^  = S let a (?tO) e S, then SaS is an ideal of S. So either 
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SaS = S or SaS = {0}. If SaS = {0}, then the set I = {x G S / S x S = {0}} 
contain the nonzero element a. Since I is an ideal of S, therefore I = S 
^ S x S = { 0 } V x 6 S 
which is a contradiction. Hence SaS = S. Now conversely suppose that SaS = S 
for all a(7tO) e S which implies S^  ^ {0}. If A is an ideal of S containing a 
nonzero element a, then 
S = SaS c SAS e A e S ^ S = A. 
Thus S is 0-simple. 
Lemma 1.4.10 : If S is completely 0-simple semigroup, then S is regular and 
has exactly two (D-classes, namely {0} and (D - S\{0} and also i^'^ /'-classes within 
® are either group ^W c^lasses or zero 7/^ classes. 
Proof : Let a, b e S\{0}. Then a S b 5^  {0}, since a S b = {0} would imply 
that S^  = (SaS) (SbS) ^ S (aSb) S = (0} which is not possible as S is 0-simple 
semigroup. Let u e S be such that aub = c^O. 
Thence(aS\{0})n(Sb\{0}) 
= Ra ^ L b 
i.e. a!^ci:b=>a®b. 
Since the (D-class D = S\{0} contains a primitive idempotent, it must consist 
entirely of regular elements and since 0 is also a regular element, so we 
conclude that S is regular.Finally,if a,b?tO,then abG(aS\{0})n(Sb\(0})=RanLb. 
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Let H be an 9^f-c\ass of S contained in the ©-class D = S\{0}, and let a, b e H. 
Then either ab e R a o L b = H or ab = 0. In former case H is a group, by 
Green's theorem, "If H is an Tf-dass in a semigroups then either H^  n H = ({) or 
H = H and H is a subgroup of S" and in the latter case we have H = {0}. So, 
:W c^lass within D are either group :?^classes or zero Jf-c\asses. 
Theorem 1.4.11 : Let S be a semigroup. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) S is an inverse semigroup 
(ii) S is regular and its idempotents commute 
(iii) Every £-class and every !??:class contains exactly one idempotent 
(iv) Every element of S has imique inverse. 
Proof : (i) => (ii) This will follow if we show that every idempotent in S can 
be expressed in the form xx^ . Let e be an idempotent in S. Then the inverse 
semigroup property ensures that there is an element e"' in S such that ee~'e == e 
and (e"')"' = e. Hence 
e-' = e-' (e-'r' e"' = e"' ee"' - e"' c' e"' 
= (e"' e) (ee"') = (ee-') (e"' e). 
It then follows that 
e = ee"' e = e (ee'') (e"' e) e = (e^e"') (e"' e^ ) 
= (ee-')(e-'e) = e-', 
and hence that e = ee = ee"'. 
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(ii) => (iii) Suppose tliat S is regular and that its idempotents commute. From 
Proposition 1.3.4, we know that every £-class contains atleast one idempotent. 
If e, fare idempotents in a single £-class, then by Proposition 1.3.5, ef = e and 
fe = f. Since idempotents commute, e = f. A similar argument applies to 
(^^classes. 
(iii) => (iv) Let x', x" be inverses of x in S. then xx', xx" e R^  and so xx' = xx". 
Similarly, x' x, x" x e Lx and so x' x = x" x. hence x'=x'xx'=x'xx"=x"xx"= x". 
and we conclude that inverses are unique. 
(iv) => (i) Denote the unique inverse of x by x"'. Then certainly we have 
xx"^  x=x for eVery ± We also have that x is the unique inverse of x"', and so 
(x~y = x for every x. It remains to establish the identity xx"' yy"' = yy"' xx''. 
Denote xx"' by e, yy"' by f, and let z be the unique inverse of ef It follows 
that 
(ef) (fze) (ef) = ef^ z e^ f = efzef - ef, 
(fze) (ef) (fze) = f (zefz) e = fze, 
so that fze is also an inverse of ef By uniqueness, il follows that z - fze. Hence 
z is an idempotent as 
(fze)^  = f (zefz) e = fze. 
But now it follows, since both ef and z are inverses of z, that z = ef, and so ef is 
idempotent. Thus ef is its own unique inverse. By similar argument, fe is also 
idempotent. Since (ef) (fe) (ef) = {eff = ef and (fe) (ef) (fe) = (fe)^  = fe, 
both fe and ef are inverses of ef Hence, by uniqueness, ef = fe. 
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CHAPTER - 2 
CONGRUENCES ON INVERSE SEMIGROUPS 
1. INTRODUCTION: 
Congruence on inverse semigroups deserve a careful study for several 
reasons and have attracted considerable attention due to the fact that they 
exhibit many interesting properties and play an important role in various 
structure theorem for special inverse semigroups. Inverse semigroup 
congruences were first studied in terms of kernel normal systems. Preston [40] 
defined a kernel normal system over an inverse semigroup S to be any 
collection of inverse subsemlgroups of S satisfying certain conditions. He 
showed in Theorem! that if A={A| | iel} is a kernel normal system over S, then 
A uniquely determines a congruence PA on S where 
pA={(a,b)eS X S: aa~',bb'',ab"'eA, for some iel}; and conversely if p is some 
congruence On S, then the set of equi alehce classes of p coHtaihihg 
idempotents of S form a kernel normal system A and p = PA. Hence if a and p 
are the congruences on S, to show that a is contained by p, it suffices to show 
that if (a, e)ea, with e an idempotent, then (a,e)6p. 
Idempotent separating congruences on a bisimple inverse monoid was 
first studied by Wame [55] and his results were extended to regular 0-bisimple 
semigroups by Munn [29]. A systematic investigation of congruences an a 
bisimple inverse semigroup in terms of RP-systems has been carried out by 
Reilly [44]. 
Some of the most important structure theorems for inverse semigroups 
are based on the knowledge of a simple characterization of some special 
congruences on the semigroups, notably the least group or semilattice 
congruences. The study of various t>'pe of congruences on a general inverse 
semigroup provides a certain amouiit of infornKition about their possible 
structure as well as making it possible to single out various classes of inverse 
semigroups of particular interest. 
For further reference on the topic, reader may refer ( [21],[30], [37], 
[45],[50]). 
2. PRELIIMINARY RESULTS AND DEFENITIONS 
Definition 2.1 : A semigroup S is said to be regular if aeaSa for every 
element a of S. We note that if a = aba (beS) then ab and ba are idempotents. If 
a regular semigroup has the additional property that its idempotent commutes, 
it is called an inverse semigroup. Such a semigroup is characterized by the 
property that for each element a of S, the equations axa = a, xax = x have a 
unique common solution. This element is called inverse of a and denoted by 
a"'. It is easily seen that if a, beS then (a"')"' = a and (ab)'' = b"'a"'; also if e is 
an idempotent of S, then e"' = e. 
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2.2. Within the lattice of congruences on any inverse semigroup, there is a 
number of congruences which, owing to the nature of inverse semigroups, are 
readily distinguishable. The trivial congruences i (which identifies elements 
with themselves only) and co (which identifies all element) can immediately be 
singled out. We shall consider four others: 
(a) A congruence p on S will be called a semilattice congruence if and only 
if S/p is a semilattice. The maximum semilattice congruence is thus w. Now, 
ap is idempotent in S/p if and only if ap = aa"'p [4, Lemma 7.34]. Also, for 
Green's relation ^, (a, aa~')e!?^, for any aeS; and (a, b)e<^ if and only if 
aa~' = bb~'. So p is a semilattice congruence just in case it contains (R, The 
minimum semilattice '^ ; i.e. from Preston's characterization [4,Lemma 10.3] 
of the least congruence containing a given equivalence, 
A, = <^* = '{(x, y)eSxS : x = sut, y = svt for iome (u, v)e^, s, teS'}. 
(b) Idempotent separating congruences on S are those congruence under 
which no two idempotents of S are equivalent. The least of these is i; the 
maximum such congruence ji has been characterized by Howie [18] where 
|^= {(x, y)eSxS: x"'ex == y"'ey, for every eeE}. 
(c) A congruence p on S is called a group congruence when S/p is a group. 
The greatest group congruence is thus co. In [27], Munn showed that p is a 
group congruence if and only if it contains the least group congruence a, where 
CT = {(x, y)eS X S : ex=ey, for some eeE}. 
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(d) Idempotent determined congruences on S are those congruences under 
which no idempotents of S are equivalent to nonidempotent elements. Thus the 
minimum idempotent determined congruence must be i. It has been shown 
[12, Prop. 1] that a greatest idempotent determined congruence exists; we 
denote it by x. The relation (E x E ) u (S/E x S/E) contains all idempotent 
determined congruences; so, from Preston's expression [4. Lemma 10.3] for 
the largest congruence contained in an equivalence, the following 
characterization is almost immediate. 
Proposition 2.3 [13, Prop. 2.1] : The maximum idempotent determined 
congruence on an inverse semigroup S is the relation T(S), where 
"•^ (S) "= {(x, y) 6 S x S : for all u, v e S', uxv e E if and only if uj'v e E}. 
2.4. We shall now examine the symmetr}' between the congruences A, [i, a 
and T. Since L(S) is a complete lattice, all four classes of congruence 
introduced above form complete sublattices of L(S). It has been shown 
[4, Theorem 7.58] that the set of all idempotent separating congruences on S 
forms a principal ideal of L(S); the same has been shown [12, Prop. 1] for 
idempotent determined congruences. In the last section, we saw that only 
semilattice congruences contain X and that only group congmences contain a. 
Hence these last two classes of congruences form principal filters of L(S) (filter 
is dual to icieal). 
Since congmences on groups correspond to normal subgroups and 
because the normal subgroups of a group form a modular lattice, the lalticc of 
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group congruences on S is modular. The lattice of idempotent separating 
congruences on S is also modular [4, Theorem 7.58]. There are semilattices 
(for example the five-element, nonmodular lattice) whose lattices of 
congruences are nonmodular. Also, if S is a semilattice, ever)' congruence on S 
both contains X and is contained in T. Thus neither the lattice of semilattice 
congruences nor the lattice of idempotent determined congruence is modular in 
general. The following two results help us to relate special congruences to each 
other. 
Proposition 2.5 [13, Prop. 2.2] : On any inverse semigroup S, ^(S) is the 
greatest congruence contained in the Green's relation 5^  while X(S) is the least 
congruence containing ^ 
The first assertion is true because !?(, separates idempotents and because 
[i is the greatest congruence contained in Green's relation :?/'(see [28]). We 
proved the second assertion above. 
Proposition 2.6 [13, Prop. 2.3] ; Let <F= {(a, b)6S x S : a"' beE}. Then 
T(S) is the greatest congruence contained in T and a(S) is the least congruence 
containing T. 
Proof : It follows from the proof of [12, Lemma 1] that a congruence is 
idempotent determined if and only if it is contained in T. The first assertion is 
immediate fi-om this. If (a,b)6(F, then a~'bGE. This implies that 
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a"' a = (ba)"' and hence ao - ba. If follows that 'F is contained in a. If aab, 
where a, beS, then (for some eeE) aTea, ea = eb and ebrb; hence a = 'P. 
Remark 2.7 : Both of the above results still hold if (Sjs replaced by £ and (F 
by (B, where (B= {(a, b): ab^'eE}. 
For any two elements a and b of S. a 'F(bb'"') a. (bb"') a 'J^ Caa"') b, and 
(aa'') b "Fb. This shows that co is the least equivalence containing both '2?,and 'F 
(note that "Fis not transitive in general). Conversely, from [12, Lemma 1], if 
a'Fb and a^b, then a - b. this means that -J^ n *?- i. It follows that in L(S), 
X\o - G) and ^ n T = iJ 
2.8. The kernel of any congruence p, say, on S is S itself just where p is a 
semilattice congruence; so X is the least congruence having S as kernel. 
Similarly, group congruences are just those congruences whose restriction to E 
is co(E); so a is the least congruence having co(E) as its restriction to E. By 
definition, \i is the greatest congruence whose restriction to E is i(E) and T is 
the greatest congruence whose kernel is E. We can also state 
Proposition 2.9 [13,Prop. 2.5] : Let p and ^ be congruences on S. 
(i) If ker ^ = ker p and p is a group congruence, then t, c p. 
(ii) If ker ^ = ker p and p is idempotent separating, then ^ 3 p. 
(iii) If ^ IE = p IE and p is a semilattice congruence, then ^ c p. 
(iv) If ^ I E = p IE and p is a idempotent detennined, then ^ 3 p. 
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Proof : (i) Let (a, e)e^, with e idempotent. Then aeker p; since ker p = ker^  
and aeker E,. But, because p is a group congruence, its kernel normal system 
consists of just the one class ker p. So (a, e)ep. 
(ii) Let (a, e)6p with e idempotent. Since ker p = ker 4, a e ker t, : so that 
(a, aa"')G4. Since p is idempotent separating, e = aa''. Thus (a, e)et,. 
(iii) Let (a, 6)6^ with e idempotent; then (aa~', e)G£,. Since ^lE = p I E, 
(aa"', e)ep also. Because p is a semilattice congruence, (a, aa') e p: and 
hence (a, e)ep. 
(iv) Let (a, Q)e^ with e idempotent. Then aeE. since 4 is idempotent 
determined and hence (a, e)e^ IE = p IE. thiis (a, e)ep. 
Theorem 2.10 [46, Theorem 5.1] : Let S be an inverse semigroup and let 
e = {(pi, P2)6A(S) X A(S): p, I Es = P2 I Es }. Then 
(i) 9 is a congruence of A(S); 
(ii) each 9-class is a complete modular sublattices of A(S) (with a 
greatest and least element); 
(iii) The quotient lattice A(S) 19 is complete and the natural 
homomorphism 9^^ of A(S) onto A(S) 19 is a complete lattice 
homomorphism. 
Proof : We already know from ([46], Theorem 3.4) that 9 is a meet 
compatible equivalence on A(S). To establish that 9 is a congruence, it only 
remains to be show that for (pi, P2)e9, p3eA(S) we have (pivpj, p2vp3)e9. Let 
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eeEs and f6e(pi v P3) n Eg. Then feEj and (e, f)epi v P3. Hence there exist 
xi, X2, ..., XK€S such that (e, xOep, ,(x,, X2)Gp3 (X|,, f)ep3- Thus 
(e,x,x-'>p„(x,x-',X2X-'>P3,...,(x, x : ' , f ^P3 . g^j (p, ,p . )ee and so 
(e,x, x^'>P2,^, x,'.X2x;'>P3,....(x, x[ ' .f>P3 Conscqucntl). 
(e,f)GPiV p3 and fee (P2VP3) n £5. Similarly e(p2 v p3)nEs c e(pivp3)nEs. 
Hence pi v p31 ES = P2 v p31 ES and (p, v p3, p2 v p3)6 0. 
Part (ii) follows immediately from ([46]. Theorem 3.4). 
(iii) To show that A(S)/9 is complete and the natural homomorphism Q" 
of A(S) onto A(S)/0 is complete, (i.e., 9* pi-eserves arbitraty joins ahd 
intersections as well as pair wise joins and intersections), it is sufficient to 
show that 9 is a complete congruence in the following sense: if, for some index 
set I, Pi, p' eA(S) for all i 6 I, and (p,, p[)e0, for all i e I, then 
/ \ 
n?,.np; e 9 (a) 
and 
(b) (Yp^,Yp')eQ. 
V le l le l J 
However, quite minor alterations to the proofs of (i) in ([46], Theorem 3.4) and 
(i) in theorem 2.10 will establish (a) and (b), respectively. Hence we have (iii). 
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3. NORMAL CONGRUENCES : 
3.1. In the following, let S be an inverse semigroup with semilattice of 
idempotents E. For a congruence p on S, we define the kernel and the trace of 
p, denoted by ker p and tr p respectively, by 
ker p = {aeS I a p e, for some eeE}, tr p = p | g. 
Let K be a subset of S; then K is full if E c K, and self conjugate if 
xKx"' c K for all x e S. A fiill, self conjugate inverse subsemigroup of S is a 
normal subsemigroup. A congruence i on E is normal if for any e. feE, xeS, 
e T f implies x~' ex T X~' fx. A pair (K, T) is a congruence pair for S if K is a 
normal subsemigroup of S, x is a normal congruence on E and the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) if a e S, e 6 E, aeeK and e T a~' a, then aeK; 
(2) k e K implies kJc~' tk"' k. 
In such a case, P(K, t) defined by a p(i;, )^ b o a"' a T b~' b, ab"' eK, is the unique 
congruence on S with kernel K and trace T. Conversely, every congruence on S 
can be so obtained. 
Definition 3.2: A nonempty subset K of S is locally self conjugate if, for any 
XGS, XKX"' r\K^0 implies that xKx"' c K. 
From now on S will denote an arbitrary bisimple inverse semigroup with 
semilattice of idempotents E. Recall that bisimplicity means that S consists of a 
single ©-class. This is equivalent to the property that for any e, feE, there 
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exists xeS such that xx = e, x~' x = f, and to the property that S = Le R« for all 
eeE(see[3;§2.3]). 
The lattice of congruences on any semigroup T will be denoted by A(T). 
The identity function on a set X will be denoted by i^ . For undefined 
terminology and notation, we refer to Clifford and Preston [3]. We will 
frequently use the following simple result. 
Lemma 3.3 [38, Lemma 2.2] ; Let K be a locally self conjugate inverse 
subsemigfoup of S. If xeS is such that xx"', x'^ ' xsK, then xK.k"' c K. 
Proof: Note that x(x"'x)x"'= xx"' e K and x"'x e K imply that xKx'^nK^0, 
which by hypothesis gives xKx"' c K. 
3.4. For a locally self conjugate inverse subsemigroup K of S, we define a 
subset NK of S and a relation T^ . on E, and prove that the pair (Nicx^ ) is a 
congruence pair for S. We denote the corresponding congruence by p ,^ and will 
prove in a subsequent section that all congruences on S can be given this form. 
In the next lemma, the definition of NK depends on the choice of the 
idempotent e e K. We will see later that the set NK is actually independent of 
this choice. 
Lemma 3.5 [38, Lemma 3.2] : Let F be a locally self conjugate 
subsemigroup of S contained in E and let e e F. The relation ip defined on E by 
fipg <=> there exist a, b e R^  with a'' a = f, b~' b = g and a '^Fanb '^Eb^^O 
is a normal congruence on E. 
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Proof : Clearly, T=TF is reflexive and symmetric. In order to prove transitivity, 
we let f T g and g x h. There exist a, b, c, d e S and ki, k2, k3, k4e F with 
aa"' = bb"' = cc"' = dd"' = e, 
a"' a = f, b"' b = c"' c = g, d"' d = h, 
a"' k, a = b"' kj b, c"' kj c = d"' k4 d. 
Without loss of generality we assume that k], k2, k3, k4 < e. Since b:7/"c, 
we can choose u e H^ such that b = uc. Then u"' eu = u"' u = e G F and so 
u"' Fu c F, since F is locally self conjugate. Hence u"' k2 u e F and 
a'"' k, a = b^' k2 b ^ c' ' (u""' kj u) c e c"' Fc. 
Therefore, replacing k2 by u"' k2 u, we may assume that b = c. 
Let p, q, r, s e Re be such that 
p"' p = ki, q"' q = k2, r"' r = kj, s'' s = k4. 
Then (pa)"' (pa) = a"' p"' pa = a"' k, a = b"' k2 b = (qb)"' (qb) 
and a straightforward calculation will also show that 
(pa)(pa)-' = e = (qb)(qb)-'. 
Hence pa, qb e Rg and pa ^ q b . Therefore, there exists an element x e He such 
that pa = xqb. Replacing q by xq, we can assume that pa = qb. Similarly, we 
may assume that rb = sd. Then 
a"' p"' qr~' rq"' pa = b~' q~' qr"' rq"' qb 
= b ' ' r"' rq"' qr"' rb = d"' s"' rq"' qr"' sd. (1) 
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Now q""' q = k2 € F, qq~' = e e F. Lemma 2.2 and the hypothesis that F is 
locally self conjugate imply that qFq"' c F. Consequently, qr" rq' e F. 
Similarly, p~' qr~' rq~' p and s~' rq"' qr"' s are elements of F. Hence, from (1) 
above, a"' Fa n d~' Fd t- 0 . Therefore, f i h and x is transitive. 
Next we show that T is compatible with multiplication in F. Let 
fxg, heE. Then there exist a, b 6 R^ . with a''a= f, b"'b = g and a"'Fanb 'Fb;^0. 
Let ki, k2 6 F be such that a"' k] a = b"'k2 b. Let r € R^  be such that r"' r = h. 
Let u, V, s, t e Re be such that ra~' = u"' v and rb"' = s"' t. 
Then v"' v = v~' ev = v"' uu"' v = (ra~')"' (ra"') = ar"' ra"' < aa'' = e. 
Therefore, vev"' = w~' = e e F and so vFv"' c F. Similarly, tFt"' c F. A 
similar argument will show that u"' u < e. Hence, 
(ur) (iir)"' = urr"' u"' = ueu~' = uu"' = e, 
(ur)"' (ur) = r~' u"' ur = r"' u"' vv"' ur = r"'r a''a r"'r = a''a r"'r = fh. 
Similarly (sr) (sr)~ = e and (sr)"' (sr) = gh. 
Now, from the choice of ki and k2, we have ha"' ki ah = hb"' k2 bh 
where, on the one hand, 
ha"' ki ah = r~' ra"' ki ar"' r = r"' u"' vki v"' ur = (ur)"' vki v"' (ur)G(ur)"' F(ur) 
and, on the other hand, 
hb"' k2 bh = r~' rb"' kj br"' r = r"' s"' tkj t"' sr e (sr)"' F(sr). 
Hence, f h x gh, and x is a congruence on E. 
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To see that x is normal, let f i g and z e S. Let a. b e R^ . and ki, k2 eF 
be such that a"' a = f, b"' b = g, a"' ki a = b~' ki b. 
Let u, V, s, t e Re be such that az = u~' v and bz = t"' s. then 
z"' f z = z~' a~' az = v~' uu~' v = v~' v, 
z"' g z = z~' b"' bz = s~' tt~' s = s'' s. 
Also, from the hypothesis, z~' a"' ki az = z'' b~' k2 bz, while 
- I - I t - I f -1 - I r' 
z a ki az==v uki u V e V j-v 
and z"'b"'k2bz = s ' ' t k 2 r ' s e s"'Fs. 
Hence, z~' f z x z~' gz and x is also normal. 
Theorem 3.6 [38, Theorem 4.1] : Let F be a nonempty subset of E. Then 
F is a class of some normal congruence on E if and only if F is a locally self 
conjugate subsemigroup of S. If F is a locally self conjugate subsemigroup of 
S, then Xp is the unique normal congruence on E with F as a class. 
Proof : If F is a class of some normal congruence on E, the F is a locally self 
conjugate subsemigroup of S since any normal congruence on E is the 
restriction to E of some congruence on S, according to [46. Theorem 4.2]. 
Conversely assume that F is a subsemigroup of E self conjugate in S, 
Recall from Lemma 3.5 that Xp is defined by means of an idempotent e in F. 
The next step is to show that F is a class of x = xp. Let f e F and a e S 
be such that aa"' = e, a"' a = f Since F is locally self conjugate, aFa"' c F by 
Lemma 2.2. It follows that aea'' e F. Then 
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ef = ea a = a aea a e a Fa n e Fe. 
Hence, e T f since e = e ' e and f == a 'a, and so F c e T. 
Conversely, let f e ex. Then there exist a, b e R^  with a"' a = e, b" h-f 
and ki, k2 e F such that a"' kia = b~' k2b. Since F is locally self conjugate. 
a"'kiaeF by Lemma 3.3. Hence, b~' k: b e F. Again since F is locally self 
conjugate, b"' F b c F. Therefore f = b"' b = b"' (bb"') b e F. thus ex e F and 
we have equality. Finally, we show that T is the unique normal congruence with 
F as a class. Let p be another normal congruence on E with F = ep. 
Since F is a p-class it follows by a simple argument form the definition 
of T, in Lemma 3.5, that T c p. 
Conversely, suppose that f p g. Let a, b e R^  be such tliat a"'a=f,b"'b=g. 
Then e = aa"' = a f a"' p a f ga~', e = bb"' = b g b"' p b f gb"'. 
But ep = F and so a f ga"', b f gb"' € F. Hence 
fg = a"' a f ga"' a - b"' b f gb"' b e a~' Fa n b"' Fb. 
Therefore f x g so that p c x and equality follows. 
4. A NETWORK OF CONGRUENCES ON INVERSE 
SEMIGROUP: 
4.1. Let S be an inverse semigroup and p be a congruence on S. Then ker p, 
the kernel of p, is the set of all elements of S p-related to idempotents and tr p, 
the trace of p, is the restriction of p to the idempotents of S. We denote by p'"'" 
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the least congruence of S having the same kernel as p. and by Pmm the least 
congruence on S having the same trace as p. Starting with the universal 
congruence co on S, we form two sequences: 
/ \min / ( \min 1 
CO 2 ©""'"3 f(o™") 2 ( (co™") r " ^ ..., 
\ /mm \ V /mm / 
These congruences, together with the intersections 
Wmin n co""", (co„,inr" n (0)'"'") min , .... form a sublattice of the lattice of all 
congruences on S. 
Lemma 4.2 [46, Theorem 6.2] : Let T be a normal congruence on E. 
Then the relation a ,^ defined on S by 
aa^b <=> ae = be, for some e e E, e T a~' a T b"' b 
is the smallest congruence on S such that tr a^  = T. 
For any congruence p on S, Scheiblich [50] defined the kernel of p, 
which we will denote by Ker p, to be Ker p = {a G SI a p e for some e e Ej} 
and showed how p can be reconstructed fi-om its kernel and trace. 
Lemma 4.3 [50, Theorem 2.1] : Let p be a congruence on S. Then 
a p b <» a~'a tr p b"' b and ab~' e ker p. 
Green [13, Theorem 3.3, 3.4] studies the mapping p -> ker p and, among other 
things, proved that for each congruence p on S, there exists a minimum 
congruence on S having the same kernel as p. 
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For any congruence p on S, we denote by p""" and Pmm the minimum 
congruence 9 on S such that ker 9 = ker p and tr 9 = tr p, respectively. With 
this notation, we have from Green [13, Theorem 3.8]: 
Lemma 4.4 [39,Lemma 2.4]: If p is a congruence on S, then p=p'"'"vpm,n. 
4.5. A congruence p on S is idempotent separating if e^  == e, f^  = f and e p f 
imply that e = f. Equivalently, p is idempotent separating if and only li'pQK 
On the other hand p is idempotent pure if Ker p = E; such congruences were 
called idempotent determined congruence in [13]. 
Certain specific congruences figure prominently in our discussion. We 
denote by o, a, r\, v, n, |i and x the universal, minimum group, minimum 
semilattice, minimum semilattice of groups, minimum E-unitary, maximum 
idempotent separating and maximum idempotent pure congruences on S, 
respectively. 
For any relation p on S, we will write p* for the minimum congruence 
on S containing p. We will write 
E^ = (a e S I ae = ea, for all e e E} 
and denote by [p, ^] the sublattice of A(S) consisting of those congruences 9 
with p c 9 c .^ We also adopt the convention that, for any x, y e S, xy° = x. 
Lemma 4.6 [39, Lemma 3.1] : For any congruence p on S, the following 
statements hold. 
(1) S/p is an idempotent separating homomorphic image of S/pmin. 
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(2) S/p is an idempotent pure homomorphic image of S/p""". 
Proof : (1) The mapping 
CP : Spmin ->Sp (S £ S) 
is evidently a homomorphism of S/pmm onto S/p. Let e, f e E and assume that 
(epmin) 9 = (fpmin) 9- Then ep = fp so that epf But then ep^J since trp=trpni,n, 
and thus epmm ^  fpmm- Consequently (p is idempotent separating. 
(2) The mapping vj/: sp""'" ->sp (s e S) is clearly a homomorphism of S/p"^ '" 
onto S/p. Let a e S and e e E be such that (ap""") \\i = (ep'"'") \\i. Then ap = ep 
and thus ape. It follows that ap"""e since ker p=ker p""". and hence 
ap""" = ep""". This shows that \\i is idempotent pure. 
Theorem 4.7 [39, Theorem 3.3] : For an inverse semigroup S, the 
following statements are equivalent. 
(1) For some positive integer n > I, y""" = y" => y^  = y. 
(2) For all positive integers n > 1, y"''' = y" => y^ = y. 
(3) For some positive integer n > 1, y""" = y" => y e E^. 
(4) For all positive integers n > 1, y""" = y" =:> y e E^. 
(5) S does not contain a subsemigroup isomorphic with B2. 
Proof : Clearly (2) implies (1). Suppose that y""" = y" => y^  = y for some 
integer n. Let x"''^ ' = x™, for some x e S and some positive integer m. If m = n, 
then x^  = X as required. If m < n, then x""' = x"^" x"""^  = x" x"'"^  = x" and so 
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again x^  - x. Now assume that n < m. Since x"""^ ' = x'" it follows that x"" = x\ 
for all k>m. 
Let r be the least positive integer such that x' = ^, for all k > r. Let 
p = [r/2] + 1 where [r/2] denotes the integral part of r/2. Since 1 < n, it follows 
that (x'')""" = (x )^". By hypothesis, (x'')^  - x^ , from which it easily follows that 
x'' = x'' for k > p. Since p < r unless r = 1 or 2, we must have p = 1 or 2. Hence 
x"^  - x" and by hypothesis, x = x, as required. Thus (1) implies (2) and they 
are equivalent. 
Now suppose that, for some positive integer n, y""^ ' = y" => y e E .^ Let 
y e S be such that y""^ ' = y". Since y e E^, it follows that y lies in a group 
y/^class. But in any group y""^ ' = y" implies y^  = y. Thus the implications 
y" '^ = y"r:>yeE^ and / " ' - y" :r^  / = y 
are clearly equivalent. Hence it follows that (I) - (4) are equivalent. 
We now show that (2) implies (5). 
Since y^  = y^  is satisfied by B2 and not every element of B2 is an 
idempotent, it follows that if S satisfies (I) with n = 2, then it cannot contain 
(an isomorphic copy of) B2. 
Finally, we show that (5) implies (I), with n = 2. Suppose that y e S is 
such that y = / , but y ?i y. Let T = (y, y , yy , y y, y }. We show that T is 
isomorphic to B2. First we must show that the five elements are all distinct. 
If y = y"' then y^  = y^  = yyy = >'>'"' y = y, a contradiction. 
If y = yy~' then y^  = yy"' y = y, again a contradiction. 
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Continuing in this way one can verify that all five elements are distinct. We 
shall complete the proof if we can show that all products of the form yy, y" y", 
y (yy~')> y"' (y~'y) ^^^ all products involving y^  (but not products of the form 
(yy"') y are equal to y^ , so that y^  is the zero of T. 
Since y^  = y^ , we have y"* = y^  = y^  and so y^  is an idempotent. Hence 
y ~ (y ) ~ y • Also, for example, 
y(yy""') = / y"' = / y"' = y' (yy"') = yy"' y' - r-
All other products of this type can similarly be reduced to y^ . Hence T is 
isomorphic to Bj. 
1 7 
Thus if S does not contain B2 and y e S is such that y = y then we 
must have y^  = y. Therefore, the first statement is verified and the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
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CHAPTER - 3 
CONGRUENCES ON COMPLETELY O-SIMPLE 
SEMIGROUPS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A semigroup S is said to be simple if S a S = S for all a in S. S is said to 
be 0-simple if S has a zero element 0 and if S a S = S, provided a ^^  0. A 
semigroup S is completely simple [0-simple] if (i) S is simple [0-simple], and 
(ii) there exists a non-zero idempotent e in S such that if f is any idempotent of 
S, then the equation ef = fe = f can only hold if either f = e or f ^  0 (this latter 
possibility is, of course, excluded in the simple case). Such an idempotent e is 
called a primitive idempotent of S. These concepts are due to D. Rees 
[(47,48)]. Note that Rees does not use the term '0-simple', but uses the term 
'simple' to cover both the simple and the 0-simple cases. If S is a simple 
semigroup and a zero element is adjoined to S then the resulting semigroup is 
0-simple. Rees's principal result [47] is that completely 0-simple semigroups 
can be characterized as semigroups isomorphic to semigroups 
m^= m\G;l,A; P) defined as follows. G is a group (the structure group) 
(k, i) -> px, of A X I into G°, where G'^ denotes the group with zero obtained by 
adjunction of a zero to G. Then OJI ° = {(g; i. ?.):g e G, i e I. >. e A } u {o} 
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on which a product is defined by making 0 a zero for Tl and defining other 
products as : 
(g;i,X)(h;j,^) = |^^ i f p , . 0 . 
(denoting the zero of G° and 2JI ° by the same symbol 0 leads to no conflision). 
The sandwich matrix P further must be regular, i.e. for each X, € A [and each 
i e I] there exists an i e I [X, e A] such that p>., ^ 0. 9}l° will be called a regular 
Rees matrix semigroup. 
Completely simple semigroups are similarly characterized as Rees 
matrix semigroups (without zero), QJt (G; I, A; P). Here the entries p>., in P are 
all (non-zero) elements of G. Products in Tt are defined simply by 
(g;i,X)(h;j,^) = (gp;^jh;i,|iJ. 
Rees further obtained [47] necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
isomorphism of two Rees matrix semigroups. A generalization of the Rees 
isomorphism theorem was obtained by W. D. Munn [26] which as follows 
Munn's theorem (Munn, in fact, deals in his thesis with a slightly more general 
situation): 
Theorem 1 (iVIunn [43, Theorem 1] ): Let 9 be a homomorphism of the 
regular Rees matrix semigroup S = QJt ° (G; I, A; P) onto the regular Rees 
matrix semigroup T = 9Jt ° (G*; I*, A*; P*). Then there exist 
(i) mappings (|): I -> I* and v|/: A -^ A* onto I* and A*, respectively; 
(ii) a homomorphism (o : G* -> (G*f, onto iG*f; and 
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(iii) elements Ui (i e I) and v?. (X e A) in G* such that 
Px, w = v,p,,^,^ u, , (1) 
(g;i,X.)e= (u, (gco)v, ;i(t)AM )^ (2) 
for all non-zero elements (g ; i, A.) of S. 
Conversely, given any mapping if, \]J, CO and elements u, and vj. 
satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) and equation (1), then equation (2) defines a 
homomorphism of S onto T if we also map the zero of S onto the zero of T. 
If this theorem is combined with the theorem [41, Lemma 2]: a proper 
homomorphic image of a completely 0-simple semigroup is a completely 
0-simple semigroup, then it follows that the restriction imposed upon the image 
T (of S under 0) in Theorem 1 is only apparent. Theorem 1 may be used to 
determine all congruences on a completely 0-simple semigroup. 
For further references on the topic reader may refer ([5],[19],[42],[51]) 
2.CONGRUENCES ON COMPLETELY 0-SIMPLE SEMIGROUPS 
Consider first the equivalences L and 11 defined on an arbitrary 
semigroup S. Thus: 
L= |(a, b) : a, b 6 S and Sa u a = Sb u b | ; 
(2?,= {(a, b) : a, b e S and aS u a = bS u b } . 
Let y{he the equivalence !K= Ln ^. These equivalences were first discussed 
by J. A. Green [11]. In the semigroup S = O^ t ° (G ; I, A: P), the J{- classes (i.e. 
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the equivalence classes of the equivalence 7/) are the sets H,; = {(g ; i. ?t):geG} 
together with the set {0}. Ifpi^ ^ 0, then H,;. is a group with identity element 
(p^ J ;i,X). Ifpxi = 0, then the product of any two elements of H,?. is zero (see 
(11)). In this latter case we will say that H,?. is a zero ^ - class of S. 
Before proceeding we make a comment on notation. If p is a subset of 
A X B, then p"' is defined by p"' = {(b, a) : (a, b) e p}. If a is also a subset of 
B X C, then p o a is the subset of A x C, defined as: 
p 0 a = {(a, c) : (a, b) e p and (b, c) e o for some b}. 
If a ; A -> B is a mapping of A into B, then, regarding a as a subset of 
A X B, a 0 a"' is the equivalence relation on A naturally determined by a : 
a 0 a"' == {(a, a'): aa = a'a} . 
We now return to the homomorphism 0 of Theorem 1. From equation 
(1) it follows that px^, ,^  == 0 if and only if p>,, = 0. Thus if irwo elements of S 
have the same image under 0, then the !}{- classes to which they belong must 
be either both groups or both zero 7{- classes. Denote by Z the I x A rectangle 
of ^-classes H,x formed by the non-zero elements of S. Hence 9 determines a 
natural partition of Z into subrectangles (with the equivalence classes of (j) o (j)"' 
and \\J 0 xj/"' as their sides) of two kinds: (a) those in which each !K- class is a 
group and (b) those in which each Jf - class is a zero y{ - class. These 
subrectangles will be called the subrectangles of 0 (or of 0oO"'), while in case 
(a) the subrectangle will be called a completely simple subrectangle. In fact the 
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union of all the elements of S in the ^- classes in such a subrectangle forms a 
completely simple subsemigroup of S. They form a Rees matrix semigroup 
with structure group G and with sandwich matrix the submatrix of P with rows 
and columns comciding with the rows and columns of the subrectangle. Incase 
(b) the subrectangle will be called a zero subrectangle. Each zero subrectangle 
of 6 o 6'' is the inverse image of a zero 7{- class of T. Each completely simple 
subrectangle is the mverse image of a group 9{- class in T. 
In general we will say that a partition of Z, deteimined by partitions of I 
and of A, into subrectangles, such that each subrectangle contains either 
entirely group 7{- classes or entirely zero !H- classes is a permissible partition 
of Z. If <P and L are two permissible partitions of Z then we will say tliat (P is 
less than L, in symbols (P c £, if each subrectangle of ^ is contained in a 
subrectangle of £. The relation c is a partial ordering of the permissible 
partitions of Z. Relative to this partial order there is a unique minimum 
partition which we denote by /, the partition in which each subrectangle 
consists of a single 7{- class. 
For convenience of notation we now assume that A and I have a 
common element 1 and, since P is regular, without loss of generality we may 
further assume that the corresponding !K- class, Hn, is a group. Let N be the 
normal subgroup of Hn which is the kernel of 0 when restricted to Hn. We will 
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show that there exist elements f^  in H|>. and e, in H,i such that, except for the 
congruence class {0}, the congruence classes of 0 o 0"' are the sets 
(J {e,Naf,:iGi', A.6r}, 
where a e Hn and X' (c A) and i' (c I) are the sides of a subrectangle of 0o0" . 
Since the mapping x -^ e, xf^  (x e Hn) is a (1. l)-mapping of Hn onto H,>. (see 
[11]) it is clear that these sets form a disjoint cover of S \ {0}. 
Returning again to the matrix notation wc may write N = (M; 1. 1). 
where M c G, and Na == (Mpug; 1, 1) where a = (g; 1, 1). Since the 
homomorphism co of Theorem 1 is onto {G*f there exist x, (i e I) and 
yx (k e A) in G such that 
X : 0L) = U , 1 
(3) 
Define Cj as [x '^ p^','; i, l) and fx as (p,"' y '^ ; i, l). Then 
e,Naf,=(x-'Mp„gy-'; i, x). 
Hence, by equation (2), 
(eiNafj0 = ((Mp„g)cD;i*a*), (4) 
writing i* = i(j) and X* = Xvj/. Now, by definition, N is the kernel of 0 when 
restricted to Hn. Hence 
(M;l,l)e = (u,(Mco)v,lM*) = (p-.',;lM*). (5) 
By equation (1), pn co = Vi pi» i. U]. 
Using this, equation (5) gives 
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Mco = p, | ' C0. 
Hence substituting in (4), we have 
(eiNafj0 = (gco; i* ,X*) ; (6) 
from which it follows immediately that each set 
U {eiNaf;,:i(t) = i*, X\\i = X*} 
is contained in a congruence class of 0 o 9"'. 
Now it is clear that any two non-zero 0 o 9"'-congruent elements must 
belong io 7{ - classes in the same subrectangle of 9 o 0~'. Let r and s be 
congruent non-zero elements. Thus r e H,?. and s e Hj^  where icj) = ](}) = i*, say 
and A-ij/ = \v^ = X*, say. We have already observed that the sets 
[J (e, Naf;^  :i(() = i*, X,i|; = ?i*} cover S \ {0}. Hence there exist a, b in Hn 
such that r e Cj Naf;^  and s e e ; Nbf^ . Let a = (g; 1, 1) and b = (h; I, 1). From 
(6) we then have, since r9 = s9, that gco = hco. Hence 
a9 = ( u , ( g © ) v , ; l M * ) 
= ( u , ( h © ) v , ; l M * ) 
- b 0 ; 
and so Na = Nb. Thus r and s belong to the same set 
U {ejNaf,:i(|) = i*ai | / = ;^*}; 
and this proves that these sets, together with {0}, form the congruence classes 
of 9 0 0-'. 
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Consider now the products f^  e,. Either f>, e, = 0 or p^ ., ^ 0 and f>. e, e Hj |. 
In the latter case 
( f , e , )e = f,G.e,e 
= (p- 'y;^' ; i ,x)e . (x: 'p- ' ; i , i )e 
= (u, (p-'co) ;!*,?.*) ( p , > v , ; i M * ) , 
using equation (2) and (3). Hence the value of (f, e, )G depends only on i* =^  i(j) 
and X* = X\\i. In other words 
Nf, e, = Nf, e^  (7) 
provided H^ and Hj^  belong to the same completely simple subrectangle of 
0 0 G~ . We have therefore proved the first half of the following theorem. By a 
non-trivial, or a proper, congruence we mean a congruence that is not the 
universal congruence. 
Theorem 2 [43, Theorem 2] : Let Z denote the I x A rectangle ofH-
Classes H,x (i e I, X e A) containing the non-zero elements of the completely 
0-simple semigroup S == 9Jt° (G; I, A; P). Let 1 e I n A and suppose (as we 
may without loss of generality) that Hn is a group. Let p be a non-trivial 
congruence on S and let N be the normal subgroup of Hn which is a 
congruence class of p restricted to Hn. 
Then there exists a permissible partition <P of Z into subrectangles and 
there exist elements fx in Hp. {X e A) and e, in H,i (i e I) with the following 
properties: 
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I. Nfxei = Nf,e, (7) 
Provided Ha and Hj^  belong to the same completely simple subrectangle of <P. 
II. The sets |J {e, Naf;^  :i e i*, X e X*}, where a e Hu, and i* (c I) 
and X* (c A) are the sides of a subrectangle of (P, are the p-classes in S 
containing non-zero elements. 
Conversely, let (Pbe a permissible partition of Z and lei t\ in H^, e, in 
H,i and N, a nonnal subgroup of Hn, be chosen so that I holds. Then the sets 
described in II, above, together with the set {0}, form the equivalence classes 
of a congruence relation on S. 
Proof: It remains only to prove the converse. That the designated sets form a 
disjoint cover of S holds as before, so they determine an equivalence relation p, 
say. We have to show that p is regular (A binary relation p on a semigroup S is 
said to be left regular if (x, y) e p implies (zx, zy) e p. Right regularity is 
defined similarly and a regular relation is one which is both left and right 
regular). 
Let (x, y) e p. Hence x = y = 0 or x and y both belong to the set 
(J {e, Naf;^:i e i*, X e X*], say. Let z be an element of S. If x = y = 0, then 
(zx, zy) e p. If z = 0, then (zx, zy) e p. In the only remaining case z belongs to 
one of the equivalence classes, to |J {cj. Nbf^  : k e k*, K e K*}, say; and 
there exist n, n', n" in N such that x = e, naf>., y = Cj n' af^ ,, z = e^  n"bfK. Then 
zx = Ck n"bfK Bi nafx, 
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zy - Ck n"bfK ej n'af^ . 
Now, since i* and X* are the sides of a subrectangle of CPand k* and K* 
are also the sides of a subrectangle of (P, it follows, since (P is permissible, that 
i* and K* are the sides of a subrectangle W, say, of (P. H.^  and HJK then belong 
to W. If W is a completely simple subrectangle then, by condition I. 
NfK e, = NfK Cj, Since N is normal, there exist ni, n? in N such tliat 
n"bfK Cj na = ni bfK Cj a = ni c, 
n"bfK Cj na = n2 bfK Cj a = n2 c, 
where c = bfK Cj a; whence we have that zx e CK Ncf^ , zy e CK Ncf^ . 
Now, since <? is permissible, we also have that k* and X* are the sides 
of a subrectangle of (p. Hence, when W is completely simple, (zx, zy) e p. 
There remains the case of W a zero subrectangle. In this case fKCj and 
fKCj are both zero. For, since fK6 HIK, fK = (f; 1, K) and, since e.eHji, Cj =(e;i,l) 
for some e, fin G. Hence fKCj = (fpKi e; 1, 1) = 0; for PK, = 0 because H,K is a 
zero ^ - class. Similarly, fKCj = 0. Thus when W is a zero subrectangle, 
(zx,zy)=(0,0) which belongs to p. 
This completes the proof that p is left regular. The proof of right 
regularity follows similarly. Hence p is a congruence. The proof of the theorem 
is complete. 
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CHAPTER - 4 
CONGRUENCES ON REGULAR SEMIGROUPS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Vagner [54] realized that a congruence on an inverse semigroup S is 
uniquely determined by its idempotent classes while Preston provided an 
abstract characterization of such a family of subsets of S called the kernel 
normal system (see [4, Chapter 10]). This approach was the only usable means 
for handling congruences on inverse semigroups for two decades. A new 
approach to the problem of describing congruences on inverse semigroups was 
sparked by the work of Scheiblich [50] who described congruences in terms of 
kernels and traces. 
Feigenbaum [10] recognized that every congruence p on a regular semi 
group S is uniquely determined by its kernel, ker p, equal to elements p 
equivalent to idempotents, and its trace, tr p, equal to the restriction of p to the 
set E(S) of idempotents of S. In the case of an inverse semigroup S, ker p and 
tr p, as well as their mutual relationship, can be described abstractly by means 
of simple conditions on a subsets of S and an equivalence on E(S), Following 
in the footsteps o^ Scheiblich, for orthodox and arbitrary regular semigroups, 
Feignbaum [10] and Trotter [52] adopted the following approach: tr p is 
characterized abstractly and to each such trp, all matching kernels are 
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described. This unbalances the symmetry of the kernel-trace approach by 
giving preference to the trace. 
The unqualified success of the kernel-trace approach for inverse 
semigroups, including its diverse ramifications, gave a certain hope that this 
may also turn out to be the case for regular semigroups. Judging by the 
complexity of regular semigroups and the attempts made for both orthodox and 
general regular semigroups, the handling of congruences on regular semigroups 
is more complicated, and thus less explicit, than on inverse semigroups. 
For flirther references on the topic reader may refer 
([1], [14], [22], [32], [33], [35], [49], [52]) 
1. PRELIIMINARIES : In the following we shall use the notation and 
terminology of [4 and 19]. 
In this chapter, S stands for an arbitrary regular semigroup. If a G S, 
then V(a) denotes the set of inverses of a in S. The set of idempotertts of S is 
denoted by E(S). On E(S) we shall consider the relations </, <, and < given by: 
fore,feE(S), 
e<^f o ef = e, 
e <r f <=> fe = e, 
e<f o ef = e = fe. 
The relation < = </ n <r is the natural partial order on E(S). For e, f e E(S), 
S(e,f)-fV(ef)e 
is the sandwich set of e and f. 
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RESULT 1.1 [32, Theorem 1.1, Proposition 2.5] : If e and f are 
idempotents of S, then 
S(e,f)= {heE(s) | f h=h-he and ef = ehf } 
= {h6E(s) |fh = h = he and heV(ef)). 
If p is a congruence on S and h e S(e, f), then hp e S (ep, fp). 
The nice behaviour of idempotents in connection with homomorphisms 
is flirther illustrated by the following. 
RESULT 1.2 [321 (see also [19, Lemma n.2.7] ) : If p is a 
congruence on S, then ap e S/p is an idcnipotcnt if and only if a p o for some 
e 6 E(S). 
The following simple statements will be applied without fiirther 
mention: for e, f e E(S), 
e </ f ^  fe G E(S) and e £ fe < f, 
e <r f => ef e E(S) and e (??. ef < f, 
e£f=^S(e , f )={f} , 
e<2lf^S(e,f)={e}. 
For a set X. Eq X is the lattice of equivalence relations on X ordered by 
inclusion. Further, Con S is the lattice of congruences on S. We remark that 
Con S is a complete sublattice of Eq S. The least element of both Eq S and 
Con S in £, the equality on S, and the greatest element of both Eq S and Con S 
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is CO, the universal relation. We shall sometimes use the notation Ss, cos to avoid 
confusion. 
Let T be a relation on S. The congruence generated by T is denoted by 
T*: it is the intersection of all congruences on S which contain T. If y is an 
equivalence on S, the y° is the greatest congruence on S contained in y. 
The remaining results in this section are true for arbitrary semigroups 
and easily verified. 
RESULT 1.3 [4, Lemma 10.3] : If y is an equivalence on S, then for 
a,beS, 
ay° b <^ (xay) y (xby) for all x, y 6 S'. 
RESULT 1.4 [ 34 , Resultl.4] : If Tis a family of relations on S, then 
T 6 F 
If T is a family of equivalences on S, then 
y € F 
Let K c S. A congruence p on S saturates K if a e K implies ap c K. 
The greatest congruence on S which saturates K is denoted by TI:^ . 
RESULT 1.5 [34, Result 1.5] : Let K cS. Then for a, b e S, a ;rK b if and 
only if 
x a y e K o x b y e K , (x, yeS ' ) . 
Define a relation 9-. on S by 
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a 9K b o a, b e K or a, b E S\K. 
Then 0^ e Eq S and TCK = 6^ • 
Let X be a set and a, |3 6 Eq X be such that a c p. We define a relation 
p/a on X/a by 
(aa) (p/a) (ba) o a p b (a, b e X). 
Then p/a e Eq (X/a). 
The following results deal with commuting equivalences. 
RESULT 1.6 [23, Proposition III.3.8] : If X, p e Con S are such that 
A, c £ and p c!^, then A.op = poX. 
RESULT 1.7 [34, Result 1.7] : Let X be a set and a, p, y e Eq X be such 
that a c p and a c y. Then (p/a) (y/a) = (y/a) (p/a) o Py = yP. 
Proof : The equivalence of the above statements follows easily from the 
definitions. 
2. CONGRUENCE PAIRS : We begin our study of congruences on a 
regular semigroup by considering the kernel and the trace of a congruence and 
their mutual relationship. 
2.1. DEFINITION : For a congruence p on S 
(i) tr p = p I F,(s) is the trace of p, 
(ii) ker p = {s e SI spe for some e e E(S)} is the kernel of p. 
Note that in view of Result 1.2, we have 
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ker p = {s e SI s p s^} for a congruence p. 
We may thus associate to each congmence p on a regular semigroup the 
ordered pair (ker p, tr p). Our first task is to give an abstract characterization of 
such a pair and to prove that the pair (ker p, tr p) uniquely detemiines p. 
2.2. DEFINITION : An equivalence T on E(S) is normal if T - tr T*. A 
subset K of S is normal if K = ker /TK. 
Lemma 2.3 [34, Lemma 2.3] : An equivalence T on E(S) is normal if and 
only if T is the trace of a congruence on S. If this is the case, then i* is the least 
congruence on S with trace T. 
Proof : If p is a congruence on S with i^ t^r p, then icp, whence tr T*ctr p=T. 
Since x c tr T* trivially holds, it follows that tr x* = T. 
Lemma 2.4 [34, Lemma 2.4] : A subset K of S is normal if and only if K 
is the kernel of a congruence on S. If this is the case, then TIK is the greatest 
congruence on S with kernel K. 
Proof : If p is a congruence on S with ker p = K, then p saturates K. Since % 
is the greatest congruence saturating K we have pcTiK, whence 
K = ker p c ker %. If k e ker TIK, then kTiK e for some e e E(S). Since e e K 
we also have k a K since K is a union of TTK-classes. Thus K ^  ker %. 
The following simple results show that both the kernel and the trace are 
compatible with intersections. 
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Lemma 2.5 [34, Lemma 2.5] : Let -F be a nonempty family of 
congruences on S. Then 
(i) k e r ( n 'F)=Up. .kerp , 
(ii) t r ( n ^)=Upe. t r p , 
Proof: For any s e S, we have 
seker( f | ( F ) o s ( p | 'F)s^osps^ fo ra l l pe f 
OSG PI kerp, 
which proves part (i). Further, for any e, f e 13(5), we have 
etfCfl (F)f<^e(n (F)foepf; for all p s f 
oe ( f | trp)f, 
per 
establishing part (ii). 
The next lemma is quite useful. 
L e m m a 2.6 [34, Lemma 2.6] : Let p be a congruence on S with T = tr p. 
(i) (ep) 1i(fp) in S/p o e (t ^^ .^T) f in S, (e, f €E(S)). 
(ii) (ap) !2 (^bp) in S/p o a ((/(.T 5^T 50 b in S, (a, b e S). 
(iii) p!2^ p = 111 (fix ^ = pv!2^  , 
(iv) X^X^1 = X(lT = ip WlO I E(S) = T V(5 |^ E(S)). 
(v) x = ti:(LxLxLr\'Fix<Ilx'S^f = x£xnx1lx. 
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/ ' yc -
^ 5^ 
Proof : (i) Let e, f e E(S) be such that (ep) (?^ (fp) in^S/p.'lf h e S (e, t), then''''' 
hp e S (ep, fp) = {ep} by Result 1.1, so eph. Further hf e E({^)'ahd thus 
(hf)p = (hp) (fp) = (ep) (fp) = fp (since (ep) ^(fp)). Consequently (hf) pf 
Therefore e T h 1l(hf) x f holds in S. 
If conversely e T g '^k T f in S for some e, g. k, f e E(S), then in S/p, 
ep = (gp) <llikp) = fp. 
(ii) If (ap) !2?.(bp) in S/p for a, b e S, then for a'e V (a), b' e V (b), we have 
a <^(aa') = e e E(S), b <;t(tb') = f ^ £(§) and 
(ap) ^(ep) <?iL(fp) 1l(hp) in S/p. 
Using part (i), we see that e (x <2^ T) f, whence a ("2^ 1 5^T iJ?) b. 
If conversely a <2^e x g 5^ h x f (Z^ b in S for a, b e S and e, f, g, h e E(S), 
then in S/p (ap) (/^ (ep) = (gp) !2?.(hp) - (fp) (ti (bp), and thus (ap) '2^(bp). 
(iii) If a !2^ x <^ x (J^ b, then by part (ii), we have (ap) <^(bp). Let e e E{'IQ, 
f e E(!4) and h e S (e, f). From Result 1.1, we have hp e S (ep, fp) = {ep} 
and thus e p h , whence e p (eh). If a' e V(a) with aa' = e, then (eha) a' ^ eh 
since he = h. Therefore (eha) !2(,(eh), where (eh) a p ea = a. From Result 1.1 and 
since !2^  is a left congruence, we also have (eh) 5^  (ehf) = (ef) 11 (eb), where 
b = (fb) p (eb). We have thus proved that a p (eha) !2(.(eh) p b. We conclude 
that ^x<Iix1lQp1lp. 
Conversely if a p e !??,d p b, then ap = (ep) 'J^(dp) = (bp), and thus by part (ii), 
a (fix <Iix 1(h. 
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It follows from part (ii) that p<?^ p is an equivalence relation and thus clearly 
p<2tp = pv<2^ in Eq S. 
(iv) By part (i), we have T !^T e Eq E(S), so that by transitivity 
It is easy to see that x 1lx = x V((R] E^ S)) in Eq E(S), whereas x llx = (pv!?01 E(S) 
is an immediate consequence of parts (i), (ii) ind (iii) 
(v) Using part (iii) and its dual, we have 
p c (p v£) n (pv!2 )^ = Lx Lx Lr\9j.(}ix<R^. 
Hence p<^{Lx Lx Lr\(Rjt <I{x ^f. 
Therefore, T = tr p c tr (£x £ T £ n (i(x (tix <I(f 
= tr({i:xCxLfn(<lx ^x <lf) (by Result 1.4) 
= tr{LxLxLfn{<Ilx %x <iif (by Lemma 2.5) 
Q{LXLXL)\ E(S) n tr {(Rj: %^x ^) \ F.(S) 
= x Lxr\x%x (by parts (iii) and (iv)). 
If e T g !^h T f for some e, f, g, h s E(S), then ep = (gp) J(,(hp) = fp; that 
is, (ep) <2^ (fp). From this and its dual, we see that Q{xLxr\x%x){ implies 
that (ep) H(fp), whence ep = fp. We have proved that x <Iix n x L x Q x. 
Therefore, the desired equalities hold. 
We record two more equivalent characterizations of the equivalence 
T%X. 
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Lemma 2.7 [34, Lemma 2.7] : Let T be the trace of a congruence on S. 
Then for e, f e E(S), the following are equivalent : 
(i) e T 5^ 1 f, 
(ii) ^^(CT) (f T) n E(S)c f T, (|)^ ^ (f x) e x n E(S) c e x. 
(iii) S(e, Ocex , S(f, e)cfx. 
Proof : This is immediate from Lemma 2.6. 
Lemma 2.8 [34, Lemma 2.8] : An equivalence x in E(S) is normal if and 
only if T £ T £ T = T £ T, T i^ T i^ x = T !^ T and T = tr (z; T Z X £ n !^ T i^ T llf. 
If this is the case, then (£ x £ x £ n '??.x ^ x 5^ )^  is the greatest congruence on S 
with trace x. 
Proof : If T is a normal equivalence, then by Lemma 2.3. x = tr p for some 
congruence p on S By Lemma 2.6 (iv), (v), x satisfies the required conditions. 
If T e Eq E^S) with X£XJCX = X£X, then 
{Lx L-i Lf = Lx Lx £} X Lx L= Lx L\ Lx Cx L = Lx Lx L 
so that £ T £ T £ is transitive. It is easy to see that £ x £ x £ is in fact an 
equivalence. If also x <S^x (R^x ^ x %x is satisfied, then by duality, <?^T^T(/^ 
is an equivalence. Therefore £T£T£n(^T<^T(J t is an equivalence so 
that it indeed makes sense to consider the congruence (£x£x£ r\(lix<i(x^f. 
If x is the trace of this congruence, then x is normal by Lemma 2.3. 
If p is any congruence with x = tr p, then by Lemma 2.6 (iii), 
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pQipW C)n(pV ^ = Lx LT Ln<llx1lx<I(., and thus 
PQ(LX Lx Ln<]lx^x <Rf. 
Lemma 2.9 [34, Lemma 2.9] : A subset K of S is normal if and only if 
K = ker {(x, x^ ) I x e K}*. If this is the case, then {( x, x^ ) I x e K}* is 
the least congruence on S with kernel K. 
Proof : If K is a normal subset of S, then by Lemma 2.4. K = ker p for some 
congruence p on S .Clearly K c ker {(x,x'')|x€K}*. Further, 
{(x,x ) I xeK}cp, and thus {(x, x ) | x e K}* c p, whence ker {(x, x ) I x e 
K}*ckerp = K, 
and the equality holds. 
If conversely K = ker {(x, x^ ) I x e K}*, then by Lemma 2.4. K is normal. 
Lemma 2.10 [34, Lemma 2.10] : For any congruence p on S, K = ker p, 
T = tr p and a, b e S we have 
aph <=> a (Lx Lx Lr\ dlx llx <I0 b, ab' e K for some [all] b' e V (b). 
Proof : Necessity. If a p b, then Lemma 2.6 (ii) and its dual, a{1lx<]lx lOh and 
a(LxLx L)h. Further, if b' e V(b), then ab' p bb', so ab' e K. 
Sufficiency. Let a {^x lix 1()h, a, {Lx Lx L}h and ab' e K for some 
b' e V(b). Then by Lemma 2.6 (ii) and its dual, we have (ap) ^(bp). hence 
b'b e Lb n Rb' implies that (b'b) p e Lap n Rb-pSO that by [4, Theorem 2.17], 
(ab')p = (ap) (b'p) e Lb-p n Rap = L^ p n Rbp. 
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Now ab' e K and the (ab')p is an idempotent in the ^-class Lb'p n R p^. 
Obviously also (bb')p is an idempotent in that :7f-class, and thus ab'pbb'. 
Therefore, apab'b (since (ap) L (b'b) p) 
= p bb'b (since (ab') p (bb')) 
=b 
Corollary 2.11 [10] : A congruence on S is uniquel}' determined by its 
kernel and its trace. 
Our next basic concept is the following. 
2.12. Definition : A pair (K, x) is a congruence pair for S if 
(i) K is a normal subset of S, 
(ii) T is a normal equivalence on E(S), 
(iii) Y.QV^v{LxLxLr\(R^(R^(Rj' 
(iv) T c tr TIK-
In such a case, we define 
P(K,t) = TtK n (£ T £ T £ n (2^  T <2?,T <sS, 
In view of results 1.4 and 1.5 
P(K..)= {LxLxLr^Q^r^<S^T^x^f. 
We now characterize congruences on a regular semigroup in terms of 
congruence pairs. 
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Theorem 2.13 [34] : If (K, x) is a congruence pair for S, then p(i;, T) is the 
unique congruence p on S for which ker p = K and tr p = T. Conversely, if p is 
a congruence on S, then (ker p, tr p) is a congruence pair for S and p=p(ker p,tr p)-
Proof : If (K, t) is a congruence pair for S, then 
kerp(ic.)= ker (TCK n (£ T £ T £ n !?^  T 5?,T !2?.)°) 
= ker TTK n ker (£ T £ T £ n (2^  T <2^T <2^ )° (by Lemma 2.5) 
= K n ker (£ T £ X £ n ??^  T (^T <J^ )° (since K is normal) 
= K(sinceKcker (Lx LT L n 1(^z l^x llf 
and trp(K,x) =tr (TTK n (£ T £ T £ n (?^  T !?^T'2^)°) 
= tr TiK n tr (£ T £ T £ n <^  T !2?.T (?^ )° (by Lemma 2.5) 
= tr TTK n T (by Lemma 2.8) 
= T (since T c tr TIK) . 
The uniqueness of p^ K, T) follows from Corollar>' 2.11. 
If p is a congreunce, K = ker p, T = tr p, then by Lemma 2.4 K is a 
normal subset of S by and T is a normal equivalence on E(S) by Lemma 2.3. 
Further, p c TIK by Lemma 2.4, so t = tr p c tr KK. Also P C ( £ T £ T £ ri<^ 
T <2^T <2t)° by Lemma 2.8, and thus K = ker p c ker (£ T £ x £ n1lT<K.T 1(f. 
Hence (K,T) is a congreunce pair and by the above ker p = ker P(K, x), tr p = tr 
P(K,T)- From Corollary 2.11 we thus have p = p(k, ^y 
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3. THE LATTICE OF *-CONGRUENCES ON A 
REGULAR *-SEMIGROUP 
A *-semigroup is a semigroup S equipped with a unary opertaion 
*:S->S satisfying the identities; (x*)* = x, (xy)* = y* x*. A *-semigroup S is a 
regular *-semigroup if it also satisfies the identity x = xx* x for all x e S. Note 
that in a regular *-semigroup, x* is an inverse of x since 
x*xx* = ((x*xx*)*)* = (xx*x)* = X *. But, in general, a regular *-semigroup is 
not an inverse semigroup. An idempotent e of *-semigroup is called a 
projection if e* = e. We denote the sets of projections of a *-semigroup S by 
P(S). 
We define a congruence 0 on A*(S), the lattice of all *-congruences on a 
regular *-semigroup S, such that each 8-class is a complete sublattice of A*(S) 
by ; (p, a) e 0 if and only if p and a induce the same partition of the 
projections of S and characterize the largest *-congruence of each 0-cIass and 
the largest projection separating *-congruence on a regular *-semigroup S. Let 
p be a *-congurence on a *-semigroup S. Then the quotient semigroup S/p is a 
*-semigroup under the unary operation (ap)* = (a*)p for any a e S, where ap 
denotes the equivalence class of p containing a. Let A*(S) be the set of all 
*-congreunces on a *-semigroup S. Then A*(S) forms a complete sublattice of 
A(S). 
Theorem 3.1 [2, Theorem A] : Let S be a regular *-semigroup and define 
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e = {(pi, P2) e A*(S) X A*(S): ep, n P(S) = cpj n P(S) for each e e P(S)} 
= {(pi, P2) e A*(S) X A^CS): p, n (P(S) x P(S)) = P2 n (P(S) x P(S))}. 
Then (1) 6 is a congruence relation on A*(S). 
(2) each 9-cIass is a complete sublattice of A(S). 
Proof : (1) Clearly 0 is an equivalence relation on A*(S). Let (pi, P2) e 9 and 
P3 6 A*(S). Then p, n (P(S) x P(S)) - P2 n (P(S) x P(S)) and so 
p,np3n(P(S)xP(S)) - P2 n p3 n (P(S) x P(S)) i.e. (p, n ps, p: n pj) e 0. Now 
let e 6 P(S) and f e e(p, V ps) n P(S). Then f e P(S) and (e, f) e Pi V P3. 
Hence there exist xj, X2, ..., Xn e S such that (e, Xi) e pi, (xi, X2) e p^, 
(x2,X3)6pi,..., (Xn, f) E P3. sincc pi, P3 are *-congruences on S, (e, Xi x\) e p\, 
(xi xj , X2 x*2) e P3, (X2 X2, X3X3 ) 6 p,,..., (XnX*„, f) £ P3. But (p,, P2) 6 0 and 
so (e, xi xj) e P2, (xixj, X2 xj) e P3, (x2 x j , X3X3 ) e p2, .,., (XnX*, f) e p3 
Thus (e,f)ep2Vp3 and f6e(p2Vp3)nP(S), i.e., e(p,Vp3)nP(S)c e(p2Vp3)nP(S). 
Similarly e(p2 V p.) n P(S) c e(piVp3) n P(S). Therefore (piVpj, p2Vp3)€0. 
(2) Let A be a 0-class, let a e A and let C be any nonvoid subset of A. Since 
A*(S) is a complete lattice, Vp^c p, Apec p e A''(S). It is immediate that 
ApecpeA. Let e, f e P(S). If (e, f) e Vpgc p, then there exist Xj, X2,..., Xn e S 
and pi, p2, ..., pn+i 6 C such that (e, Xi) e p,, (xi, X2) e p2, .,., (Xn, 0 e Pn+i-
Hence (e, x, x*) e pi, (xjx[, X2 xj) G p2,..., (XnX ,^ 0 G Pn+i- But (p„ a) e Q 
for each i= 1, 2,...,n+l and so (e, Xi x | )6a, (xixj, X2 xj) ea,.. . , (Xnx'^ ,f)e a. 
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Thus (e, f) e a. Conversely if (e, f) e a, then clearly (e, 0 ^ Vp^ c P- Hence 
(Vpec P, cf) e 6. Therefore Vp^ c P G A. 
Theorem 3.2 [2, Theorem B] : Let S be a regular *-semigroup and let [p] 
be a 0-class of A*(S)/9. Define pmax = {(a, b) e S x S : (aea*, beb*) e p, (a*ea, 
b*eb) e p for all e e P(S)}. Then p^as is the largest *-congruence of [p]. 
Proof : It is immediate that Pn,a.\ is an equivalence relation on S. Let 
(a,b)epinax and let e e C. Then (aea*, beb*) e p, (a*ea, b*eb) e p for all 
eeP(S). Now ((ac)e(ac)*, (bc)e(bc)*) = (a(cec*) a*, b(cec*)b*) e p and 
((ac)* e(ac), (bc)*e(bc) = (c*(a*ea)c, c*(b*eb)c) e p for all e e P(S). Hence 
(ac, be) 6 Pmax- Similarly (ca, cb) e p^ ax- Thus p^ ax is a congruence on S. It is 
straight forward that Pmax is a *-congreucne on S, Now let 
(e,f)epn(P(S)xP(S)). Then (e*ge, f^ gf), (ege*, fgf^ ) = (ege, fgf) e p for all 
geP(S). Hence (e, f) e p,ax n (P(S) x P(S)). Let (e, f) e p, , , n (P(S) x P(S)). 
Then (ege, fgf) e p for all g e P(S). Hence (e, fef), (efe, f) e P- As epfef and 
fpefe it follows that e = eepe(feO = (efe)fpff = f So (e, f) e P n (P(S) x P(S)). 
Thus pmax e [p]. Finally suppose that x is any *-congruence on S such that 
T 6 [p]. Let (a, b) e t. Then (a*, b*) e t. Hence for all eeP(S), 
(aea*, beb*) e T n (P(S) x P(S)) = p n (P*(S) x P(S)) c p, 
(a*ea, b*eb) e T n (P(S) x P(S) = pn(P(S) x P(S)) c p. Therefore 
(a , b ) e Pmax-
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CHAPTER - 5 
CONGRUENCES ON EVENTUALLY REGULAR 
SEMIGROUPS 
1. INTRODUCTION: 
P.M. Edwards [6] introduced the class of semigroups which contains 
both the class of all regular semigroups atid the class of all finite groups (and 
also includes all periodic semigroups and in fact all group bound semigroups). 
He generalizes the results for regular semigroups and for periodic semigroups 
to eventually regular semigroups. He also shows that many aspects of regular 
semigroup theory and of finite semigroup theory have joint extension to 
eventually regular semigroups ([6], [7], [8], [9]). 
A semigroi'Tj S is called eventually regular if each element of S has a 
power which is regular. An eventually regular semigroup is called an 
eventually orthodox semigroup if all regular elements of S form an orthodox 
semigroup. 
In this chapter firstly we give an account of characterization of group 
congruences on eventually regular semigroups. In Theorem 2.3 many 
equivalent expressions for any group congruence on an eventually regular 
semigroup are given while in Theorem 2.5 the join yvp, of a group congruence 
7 and an arbitrary congruence p of an eventually regular semigroup is 
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described. The next corollary says that every group congruence is a dually right 
modular element in the lattice of congruences on S, which generalizes 
Corollary 3.2 of [36]. For any congruence p on S an expression 
Ker (v V p)= ((ker v) p) co, has been obtained for regular semigroups in [24]. 
An expression ker vAp is also obtained. 
Throughout this chapter S is an eventually regular semigroup and E is the set of 
idempotents of S. If a is a regular element of S, V(a) denotes the set of inverses 
of a. For aeS, by "a" is a-regular" we mean that n is a least positive integer for 
which a" is regular. 
For further reference reader may refer ([17],[20]). 
2. GROUP CONGRUENCES: 
A subset H of S is defined to be full if E c M. For any subset U of S, the 
closure Hco of H is {x e S : hx e H for some h e H}; H is said to be closed if 
H© = H. 
A subset H of S is called self-conjugate if aHa""' (a")' c H and 
a'^'(a")' Ha c H for each a e S, where a" is a-regular, and for each (a")'eV (a"). 
This coincides with the definition of self conjugate in [24] for regular 
semigroups. 
Lemma 2.1 [16, Lemma 1] : If H is a full self conjugate subsemigroup of 
an eventually regular semigroup S, then Hw = H if and onl}' if for all h e H and 
X G S, xh e H implies x e H. 
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Proof: Suppose Hco = H and h, xh e H. Let x" be x-regular and (x")' e V (x"). 
Since H is full we have x" '^ (x")' xeH. Now xh, x""' (x")' xeH imply 
xhx"-' (x")' xeH. Since H is self conjugate, x""' (x")' (xhx""' (x")'x)x e H. 
Since x""' (x")' xhx'^' (x")' x e EHE c H, we have x e H. 
The other implication can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 2.1[16,Theorein 1] : If H is a full, self conjugate closed 
subsemigfoup of an eventually regulaf semigroup S, then 
PH = {(a, b) G S X S : ab""' (b")' e H where b" is b-regular and (b")' e V (b")} is 
a group congruence on S. 
Proof : Reflexivity follows from E c H. To show symmetry let (a, b) e PH-
Then ab""' (b")' e H, where b" is b-regular and (b")' e V (b"). Let a"" be 
a-regular and (a")' e V (a""). Since H is self conjugate, 
(ba-"-' (a"")' ab"-' (b")') (ab""' (b")') e H. 
Since H is closed, ba"^' (a"")' e H. So PH is symmeti-ic. If ab"-' (b")', 
bc'-'(c)'eH, where b" is b-regular and c' is c-regular and 
(b")'6V(b"), (CVGV(C'), we have ab" '^ (b")' bc'-'(cO' e H. Let a"' be a-regular 
and (a"')' e V (a"'). As H is self conjugate a" '^ (a"')' (ab"-' (b")' be'"' (c')') a e H 
from which it follows that c'-' (c')' G H. Thus fransitivity of PH follows. 
Hence PH is an equivalence relation. 
To see compatibility of PH, suppose that ab""' (b")' G H, where b" is 
b-regular and (b")' e V (b") and c G S. If a'" is a-regular and (a"")' G V (a"*), we 
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also have ba"^' (a"")' e H. Let (be)' be bc-regular and ((be)')' e V (be) and let 
c"' be c-regular and (c'^ )' e V (c*^ ). Now c(bc)'"' ((be)')' b e E c H. Making use 
of the self conjugacy property, we have ac(bc)'~' ((be)')' ba" '^ (a"™)' e H, so 
ac(bc)'"'' (be)')' e H, which gives that PH is right compatible. We can similarly 
prove left compatibility. Hence PH is a congruence. 
Since PI is a full subsemigroup, it is easy to observe that E is contained 
in a single Pn-class. For any e eE and aeS we have aea""' (a")', eaa"~' (a")'e H, 
where a" is a-regular, so (ae, a), (ea, a) e PH- Hence Ker PH is the identity 
element of S/Pn. For any aeS, if a" is a-regular, then we have 
(aPn) (a"-'(a")'PH) = (a""' (a")' PH) (aPn) = ePn- Hence PH is a group congruence 
onS. 
Remark : It can be observed that ker PH = H and hence it is the identity 
element of S /Pn-
Theorem 2.2 [16, Theorem 2] : The kernel of any group congruence y on 
an eventually regular semigroup S is a full, self conjugate closed 
subsemigroup. 
Proof iClearly kernel y is a full subsemigroup. Let aeS, beKer y, a" be 
a-regular and (a")'eV(a"). Since be Ker y, we have for some ee E that(b, e) ey. 
So (aba" '^ (a")', aea""' (a")') e y. 
But aea"-' (a")' y = ayeya""' (a")'y = aya""' (a")'y = a" (a")'y. 
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So aba""' (a")' e Ker y. Similarly we can show that a""' (a")'ba e Ker y, which 
proves that Ker y is self conjugate. If h, hxeKery^ey for any e e E, then 
ey = hy = hxy = eyxy = xy. So that x e Kery and hence Ker/ is closed. The 
theorem follows. 
Remark 2.3: It can be easily seen that for any group congruence y on S, 
PKCF y ~ Y> si^ d the mapping H -> PH is an inclusion preserving one-to-one 
correspondence between the set of all full, self conjugate closed subsemigroups 
of S and the set of all group congruences on S. 
Theorem 2.4 [16,Theorem 3]: If y is a group congruence on an eventually 
regular semigroup S and Ker y == H, then the following are equivalent: 
(!) ayb; 
(2) ba"^' (a"")' e H where a"" is a-regular and (a*")' e V (a""); 
(3) a"^' (a"")' b e H where a'" is a-regular and (a"*)' G V (a""); 
(4) b""' (b")' a G H where b" is b-regular and (b")' G V (b"); 
(5) axb""' (b")' G H for some x G H and b" is b-regular and (b")' G V (b"); 
(6) bxa"'"' (a"')' G H for some x G H and a*" is a-regular and (a"")' G V (a""); 
(7) a"^' (a"")' xb G H for some x G H and a"" is a-regular and (a"")' G V (a""); 
(8) b""' (b")' xa G H for some x G H and b" is b-regular and (b")' G V (b"); 
(9) xa = by for some x, y G H; 
(10) ax = yb for some x, y G H; 
(ll)HaHnHbH?i((). 
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Proof : That (1) implies (2) follows from the fact that y is symmetric Assume 
(2), namely that ba"*"' (a'")' e H. Since H is self conjugate, 
b"-' (b")' ba"^' (a"")' b e H. 
As H is closed we get a"^' (a'")' b e H. Hence (2) implies (3), Since H is full, 
self conjugate, we have a" '^ (a"")' b" (b")' a G H. Now a"^' (a'")' b e H implies 
b"~'(b")'aeH. So (3)implies (4). If b"''(b")'aGH, we get bb""'(b")'ab""'(b")' e H, 
so ab'^' (b")' e H, which prove that (1), (2), (3), (4) are equivalent. 
(5) => (6). Assume axb""' (b")' e H. Since x e H,we have xb"^' (b")' bx e H. 
So axb"-' (b")' bxa""-' (a"")' e H. Since H is closed, bxa'""' (a"")' e H. 
(6) => (7). If bxa"^' (a"")' e H for some x e H, then bxa"^' (a'")'x e H and also 
b"-' (b")' bxa"^' (a"")' xb e H. since H is closed, a"^' (a"')' xb e H. 
(7) => (8). Assume that a'"'' (a™) xb e H, where x e H. Since 
b"-' (b")' xaa"^' (a*")' xb e H 
and H is closed, we get b"^' (b")' xa e H. 
(8) => (9). If b""' (b")' xa e H for some x in H, then b""' (b")' xa = y, where 
yeH and hence b" (b")' xa = by. Put b" (b")' x = X]. Then X|a = by for some 
Xi,y e H . 
(9) => (10). xa = by for seme x, y s H implies 
a"" (a'")' xab"-' (b")' b = a"^  (a'")' by b"^' (b")' b. So aCa" '^ (a"')' xab""' (b")' b) = 
(a"' (a"")' byb"-' (b")'b) which says ax, = y,b for some x,, y, e H. 
(10) => (11). If ax = yb for some x, yeH, then xaxy = xyby so HaH n HbH?i((). 
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(11) =» (5). HaH n HbH ^ (j) implies hiah2 = tibt2 for some h], h2, ti, t2 e H. 
Now hi ah2 = t, atj implies a™ (a"")' h,ah2b'^ ' (b")' b = a"" (a"Y t, bt2 b""' (b")' b. 
So aCa"^ ' (a"")' hjahz b""' (b")' b) = (a"' (a'")' tibtj b""' (b")')b. Hence ax = yb for 
some X, y e H, which implies axb"~' (b")' = yb" (b")' e H. hence (5) to (11) are 
equivalent. 
(1) => (9;. If ab""' (b")' - yen, then ab""" (b")'b = yb. So ax = yb for some 
X, yeH. 
(5) => (4). Now axb" '^ (b")' e H implies a" '^ (a"")' axb'^' (b")' a e H. So 
b"~' (b")' a e H, which completes the proof 
Theorem 2.5 [16, Theorem 4] : If H is a full, eventually regular 
subsemigroup of an eventually regular semigroup S, then for any a e H, a" is 
a -regular in H and x e V (a") imply x G H. 
Proof : Let a" be a-regular and take any inverse (a")' of a" in H. If x e V (a"), 
then x =xa"x - (xa") (a")' (a"x) e H. 
In [24] for any group congruence y and any congruence p on a regular 
semigroup S, it is shown that yvp is equal to yopoy. In the following theorem, 
we prove the corresponding result for eventually regular semigroups. 
Theorem 2.6 [16, Theorem 5] : If y is a group congruence on S and p is 
any congruence on S, then yvp = yopoy. 
Proof; It suffices to prove p o y o p c y o p o y . 
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Let (x, y) e p o Y o p. Then for some a, b e S, we have (x, a) e p. 
(a, b) e Y, (b, y) e p. Let a" be a-regu!ar and let b" be b-regular. From 
(x,a),(b, y)ep, it follows that (b" (b")' x, b" (b")' a), (b" (b")' a, yb""' (b")' a)e p. 
Now (a, b) ey implies ((a™)' a*""', b"'' (b")') e Y. since Y is a group congruence. 
Also we have (x, b" (b")' x) e Y, (b" (b")' x, yb""' (b")' a) G p and 
(yb"-' (b")' a, y (a")' a"'), (y (a")' a"\ y) e Y- so (x, y) e Y o p o Y, and the 
theorem is proved. 
In [36], the modularity relation M on a lattice was given by aMb if 
(xVa) Ab = X V (a A b) for all x < b; and M* denotes it dual. An element d e L 
is right modular if aMd for all a e L. Proposition 2.3 (ii) in [36] says that in a 
semigroup S, for Y e A (S), if Y v p = y o p o Y for all p e A (S), then y is a 
dually right modular element. 
Corollary 2.7 : On an eventually regular semigroup S, each group 
congruence is a dually right modular element of A (S). 
Theorem 2.8 [16 , Theorem 6] : For any congruence p and any group 
congruence y on an eventually regular semigroup S, a (yvp) b if and only if 
xapby for some x, y e Ker y. 
Proof : As Theorems 2.4 and 2.6 in [24] have been shown to apply to S, the 
proof is the same as that of Theorem 2.7 in [24]. 
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The following theorem corresponds to Theorem 2.8 [24] for regular 
semigroups, which describes Ker (yvp), for any group congruence y and any 
congruence p. 
Theorem 2.9 [16, Theorem 7] : For any congruence p and any group 
congruence y on an eventually regular semigroup S, Ker (yvp) = ((Ker y)p)co. 
Proof : Take x e Ker (yvp). Then there exists e e E with (x, e) e yvp. From 
the previous theorem, we get (xp, qe) e p for some p, q s Ker y, since 
qe e Ker y and xp e (Ker y) p. Since p s Ker y c (Ker y) p we get 
x e ((Kci7)p)o). Conversely if x e ((Ker y) p) co, then hx e ((Ker y) p) for 
some h e (Ker y) p from which it follows that (hx, y) e p and (h, yi) e p, for 
some y, yi e Ker y. Now y, yi e Ker y implies (y, e), (yi, e) G y for some 
e e E. So hx, h e Ker yvp. Thus x e Ker (yvp), as Ker (yvp) is closed. 
3. IDEMPOTENT SEPARATING CONGRUENCES 
We now explore idempotent separating congruences on an eventually 
regular semigroup and give out some description of the maximum idempotent 
separating congruence. We begin with some known results. Let S be an 
eventually regular semigroup. Define a relation |i on S by : a, b e S, 
^ if X e Reg (S), then each of x!^xa, x !2^ xb ^ 
a)ib<=> 
V- xaJfxb, and each of x£ ax, \L bx =:> ax^bx 
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Edwards [6] proved that [i is the maximum idempotent separating congruence 
on S and can be viewed as the kernel of a certain representation of S. 
Lemma 3.1 : ([6]) The following are equivalent for a congruence p on an 
eventually regular semigroup S. 
(i) P Q M; 
(ii) ibr nil c e 1: (S) and for all b e S, cpb =^  11, < 11,,; 
(iii) for all a 6 Reg (S) and for all b e S, apb => Ha < Hb; 
(iv) p is idempotent separating. 
Lemma 3.2 : ([6]) the congruence ^ is the maximum idempotent separating 
congruence on an eventually regular semigroup. 
It is known that 9f is the maximum idempotent separating congruence 
on a regular semigroup and the relation !}{(£, ^ resp) on a regular semigroup 
can be characterized by equality of certain idempotents. The next theorem 
gives a new description of the relations L, <I(and Tf as follows. 
Theorem 3.3 [56, Theorem 2.3] : Let a, b be regular elements of a 
semigroup S. Then 
(i) a £ b if and only if for all a' e W(a) there exists b' e W(b) such that 
a'a = b'b and for all b' e W(b) there exists a' e W(a) such that 
a'a = b'b. 
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(ii) a <llh if and only if for all a' e W(a) there exists b' e W(b) such that 
aa' = bb' and for all b' e W(b) there exists a' e W(a) such that 
aa' = bb'. 
(iii) a !H'h if and only if for all a' e W(a) ,there exists b', b" e W(b) such 
that aa' = bb', a'a =b"b and for all b'6W(b), there exists a',a" e W(a) 
such that aa' = bb', a"a = b'b. 
Proof: We prove only (iii). Let a, b e Reg (S), a Tfh and a' e W(a). Then for 
all X 6 V(a), there exists y e V(b) such that ax = by, xa = yb. It follows that 
aa' = axaa' = byaa' and a'a = a'axa = a'ayb. 
Let b' = yaa', b" = a'ay. Then b' b" e W(b) which have the required properties. 
In fact, b'bb' = yaa'byaa' = yaa'axaa' = yaa' 
'and b"bb" = a'ayba'ay = a'axaa'ay = a'ay. 
Dually, we may deduce that for all b' e W(b) there exist a', a" e W(a) 
such that aa' = bb', a"a = b'b. 
Conversely, for any a' e V(a), there exist b', b" e W(b) such that 
aa' = bb', a'a = b"b. Then 
Ra ~ Raa'a ~ Rfeb'a - ^b ^ d Lg = Lga'a ~ Lab''a - Lb-
Dually we may deduce that Rb < Ra and Lb < La. Hence Rg = Rb, La =• Lb 
and so Ha = Hb as required. 
Let S be an eventually regular semigroup with idempotent set E. Define 
a relation T on S by : a, b e S, 
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r(Va'6W(a))(3b'eW(b)) (aa' = bb'. a'a = b'b)' 
(a,b)eT<=> 
^Vb' e W(b))(3a' e W(a)) (aa' = bb', a'a = b'b)j 
It is clear that x is an equivalence relation on S. Denote by v the relation 
described in Theorem 2.3 (iii), that is 
r(Va' e W(a))(3b', b' e W(b)) (aa' = bb', a'a = b'b)' 
^''^[(Vb'eW(b))(3a',a''eW(a)) (aa'-bb', a 'a^b 'b) / 
In [6], Edwards gave some characterizations for idempotent separating 
congruences on an eventually regular semigroup. Here we give some new 
characterizations for this kinds of congruences by means of the relations T and 
V defined above. 
Theorem 3.4 [56, Theorem 2.4] : Let S be an eventually regular 
semigroup and p be a congruence on S. Then the following are equivalent, 
(i) P c T ; 
(ii) p c V ; 
(iii) p is idempotent separating. 
Proof: (i) => (ii). It is obvious. 
(ii) => (iii). Suppose that p is a congruence on S and p c v. Let Q,fe E(S) with 
epf. Then evf. Hence for e e W(e), there exist f, f G W(f) such that 
ff = e = f'f, 
so e = ef = fe. Dually we may deduce that f = ef = fe. Consequently, e = f and 
so p is idempotent separating. 
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(iii) => (i). Let p be an idempotent separating congruence on S and a, b e S 
with apb. For all a' 6 W(a), a'apa'b. Let m be the smallest integer such that 
(a'b)'" e Reg(S). Hence a'ap (a'b)'" and so a' a :?f (a'b)'" by Lemma 3.1 (iii), that 
is (a'b)'" e Ha-g. Let c be the inverse of (a'b)*" in Ha'a- Then 
(c (a'b)'""'a') b (c (a'b)'""' a') = c (a^)""'' a' 
and c (a'b)"""' a' e W(b). Let b' = c (a-b)"""' a'. Then 
b'b = c (a'b)"""' a'b = c (a'b)"" = a'a. 
On the other hand, 
bb' = be (a'b)"'"' a'pbc (a'a) a'pbc (a'b)"" a' = ba'aa' = ba'paa'. 
It follows that aa' = bb' as p is idempotent separating. Dually we tiiay deduce 
that for all b' e W(b), there exists a' e W(a) such that b'b = a'a, bb' = aa'. 
Hence p c x. 
From Theorem 3.4, we have 
Corollary 3.5 [56, Cor. 2.8] ; The congruence x'' (v**) is the maximum 
idempotent separating congruence on an eventually regular semigroup. 
The relation x defined above is indeed a congruence on any eventually 
regular semigroup and thus the maximum idempotent separating congruence. 
Theorem 3.6 [56, Theorem 2.6] : The relation x is the maximum 
idempotent separating congruence on an eventually regular semigroup and so 
[i = X. 
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Proof : Let S be an eventually regular semigroup. From Corollary 3.5, we 
only need to prove that t is a congruence on S. It is clear that x is an 
equivalence relation on S. Let arb. For any c e S and (ac)' e W(ac), 
(ac)'ac (ac)'=(ac)' and so 
(c (ac)' )a (c (ac)') = c (ac)' and ((ac)' a) c ((ac)' a) =(ac)'a. 
Therefore c (ac)' e W(a), (ac)' a e W(c). Let a' = c (ac)'. Then there exists 
b' e W(b) such that aa' = bb', a'a = b'b. Let (be)' = (ac)' ab'. Then 
((ac)' ab') be ((ac)' ab') - (ac)' ab' ba' ab' - (ac)' ab' bb' = (ac)' ab'. 
Therefore (be)' = (ac)' ab' e W (be). We thus have /^^^^'''" - -^-'^ /^^ o 
(ac)' (ac) = (ac)' ac (ac)' (ac) <pi, m^ 
^^  ; / 
= (ac)' a (c (ac)' a) c = (ac)' a (a' a) c '• v 
= (ac)' a (b'b) c = ((ac)' ab') (be) ^ ^ ^ : : ^ 
= (be)' (be) 
and 
(ac) (ac)' = aa' 
= bb' = bb'bb' = ba'ab' 
= be (ac)' ab' 
= (be) (be)'. 
Dually we may deduce that for any (be)' e W(bc), there exists (ac)' e W (ac) 
such that ac (ac)' = be (be)', (ac)' ac = (be)' be. Therefore acxbc. 
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On tlie other hand, for any (ca)' e W (ca), we have a' = (ca)' c e W(a) 
and c' = a (ca)'eW(c). Hence, there exists b'€W(b) such that iia'=bb', a'a == b'b. 
Let (cb)' = b'c'. Then, note that c'c = aa', b'c'cbb'c' = b'aa'bb'c' = b'bb'c' = b'c' 
and b'c' e W(cb). It follows that 
ca (ca)' = ca (ca)' ca (ca)' = caa'c' = cbb'c' = cb (cb)' 
and 
(ca)' ca - a'a = b'b = b'bb'b = b'aa'b - b'c'cb - (cb)' cb. 
Dually, we may show that for any (cb)' e W(cb), there exists (ca)' e W(ca) 
such that ca (ca)' = cb (cb)', (ca)' ca = (cb)' cb. Therefore caxcb. Consequently, 
T is a congruence on S. 
We now give a similar description for the maximum idempotent 
separating congruence on an eventually regular semigroup as Meakin [25] and 
Hall [15] did for regular semigroups. 
Theorem 3.7[56, Theorem2.7] : Let S be an eventually regular 
semigroup with idempotent set E. then 
(Va' e W(a))(3b' e W(b))(Vx e E,x < aa')(aa' = bb',a'a = b'b.a'xa = b'xb)" 
(Vb' e W(b))(3a' e W(a))(Vx e E,x < bb')(aa' = bb',a'a = b'b,a'xa = b'xb)^ 
{ 
(a,b)G-co 
Proof : Denote by 0 the relation defined in the theorem. It is clear that 8 c T. 
We prove that T c 0. Let a, b G S with axb. Then for all a' e W(a), there exists 
b' G W(b) such that 
aa' = bb' and a'a = b'b. Now 
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a' = a'aa = a'bb' and b' = b'bb = a'ab' 
which together with atb imphes that a'lb'.Since i is a congruence, for all xe E 
with X < aa', we have 
a'xaxb'xb. 
Since x < aa' = bb', we have 
(a'xa) (a'xa) = a' (xaa'x) a = a'xa 
and 
(b'xb) (b'xb) - b' (xbb'x) b = b'xb. 
So a'xa and b'xb are idempotents. Hence a'xa = b'xb since T is idempotent 
separating. Dually we may deduce that, for all b'e W(b), there exists a' e W(a) 
such that aa' = bb', a'a = b'b and for all x e E with x < bb', a' xa ^ b'xb. 
Consequently, a9b and T c 6, as required. 
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